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ABSTRACT
This research paper traces the economic changes in a community,
Great Barrington, Mass., and presents an economic analysis of the impor-
tance of recreation to a town' s adjustment to such changes. Local interests
played little or no role in shaping their own economic destiny. Emigration
by young adults has been the major individual reaction to the economic
changes in the town, leaving Great Barrington with a large portion of
elderly people. The town still maintains a wide range of services, of a high
quality, and its ability to do so stems in large part from the real estate base
of vacation housing. The town deserves its image of a neat, quiet, rustic
community. Its functional relation to the outside world is changing as it
becomes a supplier of labor, a service and recreation center, and a bedroom
community. Levels of unemployment and income have been maintained
consistent with the rest of Massachusetts and the town has made a healthy
adjustment to the changes in its economy.
Recreation is economically important to Great Barrington. It accounts
for up to 15% of the employment, 30% of the sales and 10% of the payroll in the
town. The community would suffer social and economic difficulties without the
recreation industry. Recreation has, however, some negative effects on the
town. It generates low salaries, is seasonal in nature and aggravates the
present population structure. There is evidence that the town is losing its
share of the recreation dollar spent in Berkshire County. Recreation has
played a significant part in helping Great Barrington make adjustments to
the changes in its economy.
Thesis Advisor: Philip Herr
Lecturer, Dept. of City and Regional Planning
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. The Perspective
Over the last five years increasing attention has been given to
solving economic problems on a regional basis. The federal government
under its anti -poverty,, Economic Development Administration and Ap -
palachia programs will expend over three billions of dollars during the
next two years to help certain regions attain the following goals: 1) In -
crease the standard of living (as measured by annual family income);
2) Sustain the increase in income until a family can do so independently
of government aid; 3) P rovide employment within a region in order to
retain the population of the region at a level of unemployment comparable
with the rest of the nation; 4) Expend a minimum of funds necessary to
achieve these goals.
The last goal statement implies a careful allocation of funds for
projects and programs and only after some analysis, benefit-cost, marginal
gain - marginal cost, or rate of return, of the project has been made.
However, actual quantitative data concerning the benefits, gains, or
returns of some project in some future time span are scarce. indeed..
Also the task for the planner becomes even more difficult as the demands
increase for a highway here, or a new school there, or a vocation training
center next door or a health and educational unit up the street, and becomes even
more complicated as the number of auxiliary agencies, such as VISTA,
state job corps, help corps, and teacher corps, increases.
-1-
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The failure of the first federal government sponsored industrial
location into Appalachia was a setback for the present federal programs,
and resulted in re -evaluation of existing projects and increased criticism
of financing diversified industrial location into an economically declining
area. These regions of economic decline are composed largely of the
hinterland areas of the metropolitan regions in the United States -- or
the inter -metropolitan peripheral regions.2 Some critics feel that the
geographical location of such areas of decline makes it difficult for any
market-oriented manufacturing concern to make a profit in the regions;
the regions are usually distant from the large market centers along the
North Atlantic and Great Lakes coasts and the typical terrain of the regions
makes it unfeasible to extend modem expressways, air routes, and rail
lines into the area. According to the argument, these regions possess few
1. In 1962 the Area Redevelopment Administration loaned $679, 000 at 4%,
and the Small Business Administration loaned $ 350, 000 at 4% as part of a
$1.5 million investment in relocating the National Seating and Dimension Co.,
Inc., into Varney, W.Va. It was the first major effort of the federal govern -
ment in fostering diversified industry in Appalachia and fulfilled in part
Pres. Kennedy' s campaign promise to cut unemployment and raise incomes in
West*Virginia.
A modern woodworking plant utilizing the latest machinery was con -
structed and the company produced parts for wooden furniture. The plant
employed about 100 laborers at the time it closed on Nov. 20, 1964. Although
wages were low, $1.25/hr., the company cited high transportation costs and
the excessive cost incurred retraining the local unskilled labor as the causes
of bankruptcy.
2. See John Friedmann, "The Urban Realm: A New Concept for Urban
Living", pre -print, Department of City and Regional Planning, MIT, 1965,
for a mapping of these regions.
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mineral resources of high extractive value and a labor force that is unskilled
and uneducated, and although labor is available at a low wage, the high
transport costs, low producitivity and retraining costs of the labor more
3than offset any such savings . Capital accumulation for these regions is
also low.
A more relistic approach to developing the economy of the region,
the argument continues, would be to develop the recreational and institutional
potential and the economic potential based on footloose industries. 4 In
considering just one of these economic potentials, recreation, it may be
assumed that the demand for recreation will increase, especially in the
urban regions, as affluence increases and the work week decreases.
The recreational demands of the urban areas can be satisfied in these
economically declining inter -metropolitan peripheral areas. The
argument goes on to state that recreational industries can utilize the
existing unskilled labor force in these areas and would require less
federal expenditure than a program desinged to bring diversified industry
into the areas.
3. This reasoning is supported by the case of the bankrupt National Seating
and Dimension Co., described previously. Although some proponents of
current federal programs cited poor management-labor relations and poor
management decisions as causes for the financial failure, at this time it
appears thatlocation features (high transportation costs, unskilled labor, few
raw resources) did play an important part in the failure of the company.
4. John Friedmann, op. cit., p. 17, cites possible uses of the inter -
metropolitan periphery.
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It is difficult to gauge the merit of the present federal program
encouraging diversification in these areas. A more realistic evaluation
could be made if the federal program were to be compared to an
alternative program (say, the one outlined above) which was in operation
in a similar region. Such an alternative program has not been sponsored
in similar regions and such a comparison unfortunately cannot be made.
N evertheless, one may gain a few insights from an examination of a
sample community which has had a similar economic history of decline
and which has developed its recreational potential to some extent.
B. Hypothesis and Purpose
This paper examines then the following hypothesis: Recreation
can make a significant contribution to an inter -metropolitan peripheral
town' s healthy adjustment to a decline in its economy.
Two terms in this statement require explanation. Healthy
adjustment is measured by examining five categories:
Economic conditions. Unemployment rates and income levels should be
comparable to the rest of the state.5
Population,changes. There should be no large percentage changes in the
5. Undoubtedly there are other economic indices which measure economic
well-being, or health, but of the significant factors on which data is available
unemployment and income levels are the best indices. See John H. Thompson,
et al. "Toward a Geography of Economic Health: The Case of New York State",
AAAG, Vol. 53, No. 1, March 1962, New York.
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population viewed over a decade or over a longer peiod -- say 30 years.6
Town services. The town' s services should be maintained at a level of
quality which satisfies the needs of the citizens.
Physical make -up. The town should present a neat, lived-in appearance
and the housing should contain modern facilities. 7
Relation to the outside world. . The town should maintain a functional
relationship with exogenous communities and regions.
The term "significant contribution" may be readily explained by
considering the hypothetical situation of recreation not existing in the
town. If the town then suffered severe social or economic hardship it
can be assumed that recreation is contributing significantly to the town' s
well -being.
An examination of such a sample community would identify the
particular recreational facilities existitg in 'the7town and nieasure the
significance of these recreational facilities to the town' s economy, given
the present state of the national economy. The study would further reveal
the conditions by which the recreation industry began and grew, and the
6. There is no "'magic" number or limit to the absolute change in population
over which a town would have severe difficulties in meeting services. How -
ever, it is felt that somewhere about 10 -12%/decade change in gain or loss
would be about the maximum a town could tolerate without feeling a large
internal pressure.
7. By this is meant the facilities used in cataloguing housing by the U. S.
Dept. of Census, namely toilet and bath facilities and hot running
water.
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subsequent changes it brought to the community.
This paper presents the findings of a study made in such a
sample community and attempts to answer such questions as: just how
important is recreation trade to this particular "tourist" town? What
where the factors which prompted recreational industries to get a
footing in this town? Are these factors apt to be found in other regions,
say other declining inter -metropolitan peripheral areas? What part did
local interests play in bringing about recreational activities? What
benefits did the town receive? What price did it pay for becoming a
"tourist" town?
It should be noted that the findings of this study should not be
considered a priori applicable to other communities in other inter -
metropolitan peripheral regions. Dissimilarities in size, location,
entrepreneurship, resources, facilities, and capital are just a few
conditions in which other communities may vary greatly from the sample
community. Therefore, the findings of this study are inherently limited
to the sample community and at best give a few insights into the develop -
ment of recreationally oriented industries in other similar communities.
C. The Sample Community
Great Barrington, a town of some 6, 624 inhabitants, 8located in
the Berkshire Mountains in western Massachusetts, serves as the focus
8. U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1960 Census of
P opulation.
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of the research. Map I, on page 8, shows the location of Great Barrington
as 136 miles west of Boston, and 131 miles north of New York City. Map
II, on page 9, shows the transportation and recreational facilities in
western Massachusetts.
Great Barrington is commonly thought of as a resort town -- a
community which thrives from the trade of summer vacationers and
tourists, and the small but growing winter recreation trade. It is also
a town which was once predominantly a one -industry town; the manufacture
of cotton and woolen textile goods was the chief economic activity of the
town during most of the nineteenth century. Like other declining communities
in the inter -metropolitan periphery, Great Barrington suffered economic
hardships as the textile mills failed or moved out of the town. The
economic decline will be described in more detail in Section II.
Not only does Great Barrington have an economic history of decline
parallel to that now facing other communities in the inter -metropolitan
peripheral areas, and a developed recreation industry, but it is located
not too far from the author' s base of operations in the Boston area.
And because Great Barrington is a town within Massachusetts much
information may be obtained from the state agencies with headquarters in
the Boston area. It was for these reasons that Great Barrington was
selected as the location of the study.
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D. Types of Recreation
Great Barrington is part of a much larger recreational area in
the northeastern United States -- the western New England mountain area
stretching from the Green Mountains in Vermont through the B erkshires
in Massachusetts to the Canaan Mountains in Connecticut. As such the
town competes with other communities in this belt for the recreation
dollar.
The regional recreation facilities found in this area are typical of
those found in a rural mountain setting: camping, hiking, fishing,
swimming, motoring, summer lodging, scenery viewing, lake boating,
attending or participating in sport and cultural activities, skiing, and
skating, depending on the season. The notable summer attractions in
the area are: the Marlboro Music Festival (Marlboro, Vt.); the Berkshire
Music Festival at Tanglewood (Lenox, Mass.); the Jacob's Pillow Dance
Festival (Lee, Mass.); the American Dance Festival (Palmer, Conn.);
the Berkshire Music Barn concerts of jazz and folk music (Lenox, Mass.);
the Berkshire Summer Playhouse (just outside Great Barrington); the
Litchfield Horse Show (Litchfield, Conn.); sport car racing (Lime Rock,
Conn.); and horse racing (Hancock, Mass. and Brattleboro, Vt.); and
minor league baseball (Pittsfield, Mass.). More than 1, 000 summer
camps are operated in the area comprised of the five southern Vermont
counties, Massachusetts west of the Connecticut River, and Litchfield
County in Connecticut.9 The Litchfield,(Litchfield, Conn.), Berkshire
9. N.Y. Times, Summer Camp Register, March 21, 1965.
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(Great Barrington), and Hancock (Hancock, Mass.) Fairs, together with
the autumn foliage, provide attractions in early fall. During the winter
months the area offers numerous ski trails and resorts. The region does not
have a resort of the magnitude of the Concord in New York, much less the
Greenbrier in West Virginia. A more detailed listing of the area's
recreation facilities and attractions appears in Appendix I.
Within a thirty-minute drive from Great Barrington there are
twenty Massachusetts, Connecticut and New York state parks and forests, with
a total acreage of over 53, 000 woodland acres containing facilities for
camping, fishing, picnicking, boating, sailing, swimming, hiking, and
skiing. In addition, Great Barrington' s rural areas are dotted with
summer cottages and homes. The town itself has a few public and
private tennis courts and a bowling alley, together with an indoor and
an outdoor movie theater. There are no amusement centers or large
parks in the town, but it has a hotel andnumerous boarding and rooming
houses. The entire region gives the picture of a quiet, rustic, scenic
retreat from city living; as such the income from these "recreational"
activities which finds its way into the pockets of Great Barrington' s
residents does so in the form of seasonal rentals, sales of food, liquor,
supplies, repairs, and services made to seasonal and transient
populations.
Most of the people attracted to the town because of recreation
therefore fall into three categories: vacationers, concert-goers -- people
-12-
who stay for a short period, and tourists. It was estimated that of those
people spending recreation dollars in Great Barrington only 10 -25% are
tourists or transients passing through the area.
Therefore, when the term recreation is used throughout this
paper it is to be understood to describe the passive activities that the
summer residents, vacationers, tourists and skiers, and concert-goers
may enjoy in the area.
E. Method of Study
Essentially the study is comprised of two sections, that portion
which requires a historical tracing of the town as it is related to the
change in its economic base, and that portion which requires a quantitative
analysis of the importance of recreation upon the economy of the town.
Therefore, two different approaches are taken. This historical tracing
involves an extensive compilation of historical events and relationships
and sifting out of what hopefully are significant causes and effects.
Although a historian who has chosen to concentrate his efforts on a region
must necessarily concede a certain validity to Emerson' s offhand
definition of genius, as "the ability to generalize . from a single instance",
he must not reach conclusions which amount to little more than opinionated
essays. The special validity of local history -- its peculiar verisimilitude
as compared to the level of generalization attained in national histories --
depends upon restraint. The author has attempted to restrain the impulse
-13-
to generalize from a single bit of information obtained from a letter,
some newspaper articles, a brochure, or the like, and feels that the
historical conclusions reached have merit.
The methods of quantitatively measuring the significance of
recreation on the economy of a town are not necessarily more thorough
than that used in drawing historical generalizations. An exhaustive study,
whereby a proper sampling (as defined by statistical sampling techniques)
of summer residents, winter vacationers,- and tourists, together with
another proper sampling of merchants, businessmen, professionals,
craftsmen, servicemen, and part-time workers are taken, can furnish
definitive information concerning the amount of money flowing into the
town due to recreation, from where and to whom.10 But such a detailed
study would have greatly exceeded the limitations of time and financial
resources placed upon this research. Another approach, which is quite
interesting and rather promising - - since it concerns a linear mathematical
model easily programmed for digital computers and since it is based on
a new technique of pricing intangible values 11 -- could not be used because
10. See Charles L. Levin, "Measuring the Economic Base", in Papers and
Proceedings of the Regional Science Assoc., Vol. II, 1956, and Charles M.
Tiebout, "A Method of Determining Incomes and their Variations in Small
Regions", in Papers and Proceedings of the Regional Science Assoc., Vol. I,
1955, and Charles L. Levin, Theory and Method of Income and Product Ac -
counts, Center for Regional Economic Studies, University of P ittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pa., 1963, for comparisons and analyses of various methods of
income accounting and economic base studies of discrete communities.
11. See Robert Kenneth Davis' s "The Value of Outdoor Recreation in the
Maine Wood", Ph.D. Thesis, Harvard University, Cambridge, 1963.
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the research was done during the fall and winter of 1964-1965 with no
summer population from which to select a necessary sample.
A method finally settled upon as producing fairly reliable results
and well within the limitations of available funds and time was a survey of
businessmen, professionals, and tradesmen who represented those facilities
most likely to be patronized by vacationers and tourists, combined with
detailed economic base studies utilizing data collected by state agencies.
Businessmen or merchants interviewed consisted of the three largest
food retailers, the largest building supply yard and the two most prominent
hardware merchants, the four realtors which handled the bulk of the real
estate in and about Great Barrington, three doctors, two dentists, two
lawyers, two dairymen, two handymen, three carpenters, and five
employees of eating, drinking and recreational establishments. None of
the merchants dealing in drugs, retail packaged liquor and automobile service
agreed to participate in the interviews, and therefore the findings from
other tradesmen are applied to these categories in the study. Those
interviewed were asked to estimate the portion of their business income
due to recreational trade, the number of vacationers and tourists in the
town and doing business with the merchant or professional and the amount
of the average sale. They were asked to comment on the public services
provided by the town and how important they felt recreation was to Great
Barrington. Those interviewed were further requested to permit their monthly
business accounts to be examined for purposes of this study. They were
asked to explain any monthly fluctuation appearing in their records.
-15-
Estimates were then made of the portion of the monthly sales and of
aggregate yearly sales due to recreational demand. The apparent re -
dundancy in the interview is designed to check the consistency of a
merchant' s or professional' s estimates.
Employment statistics for firms doing business in Great Barrington
were examined at the Massachusetts Division of Employment Securities
to record monthly variations due to serviceing recreational demands. Much
of the Division' s statistics was based on a special confidential survey of
employment in Great Barrington over the two -year period 1962 -1963, with
the purpose of determining whether the town would be listed as a high un-
employment area qualifying for federal assistance. Payroll accounts were
also examined and arithmetic averages of wages earned in Great Barrington
were used to estimate those wages attributed to recreation.
There has been much discussion of the concept of economic base
studies in planning over the past 40 years12 and some criticism of using
various measures or methods in accounting the income of a region or
community. 13
12. Richard B. Andrews, "Mechanic of the Urban Economic Base: Historical
Development of the Base Concept", Land Economics, May 1953; and John A.
Alexander, "The Basic -Nonbasic Concept of Urban Economic Functions",
Economic Geography, July 1954.
13. Charles M. Tiebolt, "The Community Economic Base Study", Committee
for Economic Development, Supplementary Paper,No. 16, New York City, 1962.
Richard Peterson, The Economic Base of Sacramento, Bank of Ame rica,,
Economic Dept., San Francisco, 1961. R. W. P fouts, The Techniques of
Urban Economic Analysis, Chandler -Davis, West Trenton, 1960. Walter Isard,
et al., Methods of Regional Analysis: An Introduction to Regional Science,
Technology Press, MIT, John Wiley and Sons, Cambridge, 1960, Chapters
4, 5, 6. Charles L. Levin, op. cit., (1963), Chapters 1, 2, 3.
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Economic -base analyses provoke criticism on many accounts, two
of which are critical to this study: a) the use of employment as a gauge
of the income of an economic sector; and b) the use of multipliers to
measure the total economic impact of an export or exogenous sector.
Levin 4states that "employment is still probably a reasonably good
first approximation to total income". Since in the present work a field
study was held to a minimum, employment statistics were used as a
gauge to measure the economic impact of a sector. It should be noted
again that it is of little value, at this point, to compare the findings
of this study with the income accounts of other communities. Likewise,
it would not be possible to compare the recreation sector in Great
Barrington with its other economic sectors. Such comparisons are made
only to serve as a basis of utilizing accounts measured in direct income
terms.
Next it should be noted that this study, Within its stringent
limitations, attempts to measure the recreational account directly in
terms of dollars earned(or spent in Great Bari ngton by non-residents),
in addition to the employment -based methods of numbers employed by
recreation and the payroll derived from recreation in the town.
Lastly, perhaps the most important distinction to be made between
most economic base studies and this paper is that other studies are
geared to measuring the entire economic structure of a region or
14. Charles L. Levin, ibid., p. 10.
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community. This study is concerned only with one sector of the total
economy -- that of recreation -- in a community. Therefore, the above
arguments which can be most significant in a typical economic base study
have less import here.
Economic multipliers in this study, are used 1) to arrive at some
honest measure of the economic impact of recreation on the town in
employment, income from sales, and payrolls, and 2) to provide information
for policy considerations, (e.g., allocatinn of capital among sectors).
F. Organization
A paperWhich attempts both a historical and an economic analysis
at one point in time in order to arrive at generalizations about future
behavior presents difficult organizational problems since all the diverse
parts are so related.
Section II charts the changes in the economic structure of Great
Barrington over the past ninety years or so. The factors which brought
attention to Great Barrington' s recreation potential in the nineteenth
century will also be reviewed and compared with the factors attracting
summer residents to the town today. The impact of these economic
changes on the town will be discussed and the process of its internal
adjustment is outlined.
In Section III the results of the economic base amlyses will be
reviewed. The section will relate these findings to the field surveys
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and will disclose a reasonable measure of the economic significance of
recreation to Great Barrington today.
Section IV will synthesize certain findings from the historical and
economic analyses described in Sectin s II and III to present some picture
of how recreation affects Great Barrington.
In Section V the above findings will be summarized and suggestions
for further study will be made.
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II. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF GREAT BARRINGTON
A. Chronological Picture
The first settlers arrived in Great Barrington about 1676. They were
Dutch and English farmers from the Hudson River and Connecticut River valleys
to the south. They set about the tasks of clearing land, farming, baking, and
going to church, between skirmishes with the native Indian tribes, and the
town became a fairly self-sufficient frontier community.
The Berkshire Mountains running from north to south were a formidable
barrier to east-west travel and it was not until the early 1700' s that people
from Springfield settled in the town. By 1710, a road from Springfield to
Albany was cut meeting the central Connecticut to Albany road at Great
Barrington and the town soon become a way station. By 1715, Great Barring-
ton boasted three inns, 2 two blacksmiths, two timber mills, a teacher, and
a minister. In 1720, iron and limestone deposits were discovered in nearby
Richmond, and two of the nation' s first forges began operation in Great
Barrington within five years.
When the first census was taken in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in
1765, Great Barrington and its southern neighbor, Sheffield,were the largest
1. An account of the trip over this highway by a president of Harvard College
gives some indication of its ruggedness. "My journie through those terrifying
mountains (the B erkshires) lasted three whole days (from Springfield to Great
Barrington). The highway is the most danger ridden rouff road that I have been
across. We had to scale rock cliffes and ford raging streams. No coach can pass
over those obstacles and it is by the Grace of Almighty God that we are alive. "
2. These inns were taverns which served meals and had overnight accommodations.
Two inns could accommodate 5 travelers each, the other had quarters for three.
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towns in Berkshire County. During the 1780's a new road was cut across the
Berkshires linking Sprinfield and Albany, and it passed north of Great
Barrington through the town of Pittsfield. Within twenty years Pittsfield
became the leading town in the B erkshires.
During the decades between 1834 and 1864 the first railraod beds were
laid in the county with Pittsfield, again, the main junction point in the area.
The era of building railroad lines through the Berkshires ended with the opening
of the Hoosic Tunnel east of North Adams just before the turn of the century,
giving the county a second rail link between Boston and Albany. Throughout
this period the prominence which Great Barrington enjoyed in the county
faded as other towns, such as Pittsfield, Adams, and North Adams became
larger. (See Appendix I).
A paper mill was opened in 1820 in Great Barrington and the first
textile mill was built in 1842. As paper and textiles phased into the town' s
economy iron smelting phased out; the last forge was abandoned in 1862. With
the construction of new water power dams in the 1860' s textile manufacturing
became the chief industry of the town. Table I shows the employment pattern
in Great Barrington during the late nineteenth century and compares it with
the 1960 distribution. A word of caution must be said about the differences in
reporting employment between the state censuses of the nineteenth century and
the federal census of 1960: the state census records employment within the
town regardless of the place of residence of the employee, whereas the federal
census lists employment on the basis of residence, and includes only those
who reside in the urban portion of Great Barrington.
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Table I
Employment by Industry for Great Barrington
Showing Change from 1875 to 1960
Average
1875-
1 87 5a 1 8 8 5a 1 8 9 5a 1 8 9 5
b 1960 c
change from
average of 1875-
1895 to 1960
Total employed
Agriculture, For -
est, Fishing
Mining
Construction
Durable Mfg.
Non-dur. Mfg.
Transportation,
Comm., Publ. Util.
Wholesale, Retail
Trade
Finance, Real d
Estate, Insuranced
Personal Services
Entertainment,
Recreation
P rofessionals,
and related
Public Admin.
Not reporting
TOTAL
1630 1775 1640 1682 2165
24.8%
4.9
6.3
37.8
4.5
7.9
0.4
1.8
19.7% 16.7% 20.4% 3.0% -
5.8 6.0 5.6 4.4 - 21
7.9 6.5 6.9 3.9 -43
39.2 37.5 38.2 1 7 .7 -54
5.3
7.7
0.
1.
7.6
9.7
0.9
3.1
6
9
5.8 9.4 + 62
8.4 22.9 +173
0.6 7.8
2.3 13.7
+1200
+495.
--- 
--- 1.9
3.7
0.5
7.4
100.0
4.5
0.5
6.9
100.0
5.6
0.9
5.5
100.0
4.6
0.6
6.6
11.5
2.2
1.6
100.0
+150
+267
a Source: Mass. Dept. of Statistics and Mass. Sec. of State Decitennial Censuses
of 1875, 1885, 1895. (Includes all employment in Great Barrington). Categories
such as Blacksmiths, Child Labor have been allocated to other categories best
correlating to present Federal census classifications.
b Unweighted average; total does not add up exactly to 100.
c Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of population, applies only to
urban portion of Great Barrington consisting of 65. 1% of total population of town.
d Includes Business and Repair Service. - -
SeeText page 33, for a revised figure dated Spring 1962.
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It was about this time (1880 to 1890) that Great Barrington first attracted
nationwide attention as a summer resort for the country' s wealthy. Some very
large homes were constructed during this period. The origins of recreation
in the Great Barrington areas will be discussed in more detail below in II-B.
The textile and paper mills were built, owned and managed by six
different outside companies; five had headquarters in New York City, the sixth
had its main offices in Boston. The financial panic of 1892 and the resulting
national depression caused the failure of one textile mill and one paper plant;
two other paper plants were consolidated and two textile companies merged
involving two mills in Great Barrington, all with a cutback in production.
Local Berkshire businessmen formed a syndicate and re -opened the closed
paper plant but it could not compete successfully in the tight paper market at
that time and it again failed two years later. Since 1900 the textile companies
gradually moved out of Great Barrington and went into the South. The last
textile mill employing 160 men left the town in the spring of 1962. The
depression of 1906 saw the consolidation of paper mills throughout the Berk-
shires and one plant was abandoned in Great Barrington. P roduction was halted
altogether in 1930 at the height of the Great Depression as the Crane Paper
Company merged all its Berkshire production into its new plant in Dalton.
Today Great Barrington has a diversified economy. The only manufacturing
done in the town involves womens' hats and clothing, chemicals, and food
processing. The town provides services for a large section of southern Berk-
shire County (see Appendix II), and sales and services provide most of the
employment opportunities in the town (see Table I). During the summer months,
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vacationers increase the town' s population by about 2000 (see Table V) and
winter sports are attracting a small but rapidly growing group into the town.
From this thumb-nail sketch of the economic history of Great
Barrington three important conclusions can be made: 1) good transportation
routes provided the spur to the growth of communities in Berkshire County.
2) The economic fortunes of Great Barrington were at the mercy of larger
national economic forces. 3) Great Barrington' s economy has gone from one
centered about a single industry through an ,era- of decline to the present
diversified economy in which sales and services are most important.
B. The Development of Recreation
Recreational activities to some extent have been present in Great
Barrington for at least 100 years. In 1844 a translator of Goethe, Samuel
Cray Wand, moved from New York City to Lenox for his health. This started
a colony of literary greats of that day in the Berkshires centering on Lenox,
Stockbridge, and Great Barrington. Herman Melville, Hawthorne, Oliver
Wendell Holmes , Henry Ward Beecher, William C. Bryant, and Longfellow
head an impressive list, which led a recent historian to call this the
4
'American Lake District" . But "by the early 1860' s the sparks had died,
the literary giants had moved away, and the golden age of Berkshire letters
came to a close". 5
3. Hbliies, who was a quipster, had a favorite comment about the Berkshires, "the
best of all tonics is the Housatonic" (from Tague, William H., Berkshire -- 200
Years in Pictures, The Berkshire Eagle, Pittsfield, p. 27).
4. Richard Birdsall, Berkshire County: A Cultural History, Yale University
Press, New Haven, 1959, p. 323.
5. Tague, op. cit., p. 27.
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The interest in Great Barrington or the Berkshires was not reawakened
until 1876 when William Stanley, an inventor, wanted to get away from it all,
moved from New York City to Great Barrington, and built a small mansion.
Within four years the Southern Berkshires had 35 large summer homes. In
1880, Mrs. Mark Hopkins, of San Francisco and New York City, a widow of
the California railroad magnate (the grandson of a famous Berkshire minister),
came back to Great Barrington to retire. She built extravagant Kellogg
Terrace, modeled after a French chateau. There followed a building spree of
large summer mansions by New York millionaires culminating in the Ansen
Phelps Stokes mansion of 132 rooms. The Southern Berkshires with its
Hopkinses, Stokeses, Coolidges, Sedgwicks, Roosevelts, became a show -
place for America' s millionaires rivaling Newport, R.I.
Within a short time private enterprise discovered Great Barrington as
a place to make a profit involving recreation. In 1892 there appeared what was
probably the first brochure advertising the Berkshires. It was published by
the Housatonic Railroad and carried its own advertisement, which appears
on pp. 2 5- 2 6. Six hundred copies were printed -- 500 copies were distributed
in New York City, and 100 copies in Boston. On page 24 appears a list from
the same brochure of hotels (actually rooming houses -inns) in the Berkshires
among which are three Great Barrington inns. In 1895 land was purchased
in the Berkshire Heights section of Great Barrington by real estate speculators
from Great Barrington opening it up for "dwelling houses for city people". In
four years one -fourth of the land (10 lots) was sold; six to people from New York
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Dick's Hotel, Newtown, Ct., . . .
Grand Central Hotel, Newtown, Ct.,
Goodsell House, Brookfield, Conn.
New England House, New Milford, Ct.,.
Wononsco House, Lakevi~le, Ct.,
Maple Shade House, Salisbury, CL.,
Miller House, Sheffield Mass.,
Mount Everett House, So. Egremont., Mass..
W. J. Dick, Proprietor.
George H. Brown, Proprietor.
Isaac Bristol, Proprietor.
R. W. Ford, Proprietor.
Theodore S. Russell, Proprietor.
John M. Benjamin, Proprietor.
Waltcr B. Peck, Proprictor.
( 1.sl ra BaitoniLss., Caleb Tickor, Proprietor.
ColinsH house. Great Barrimton, Alfred Peek, Proprietor.
Miller House, Great BarrinPon, 1.. C. Winegar & Sonroprietors.
*So. BerkshirelInstitute, New Marlboro, Mass.. I. N. Tut tle, Proprietor.
Stockbridge House, Stockbridge. Mass.,. C. U. Plumb, Proprietor.
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Wilson House, North Adams, Mass., . . F. E. Swift, Proprietor.
Richmond House, North Adams, Mass., . A. R. Richmond, Proprietor.
Greylock Hall, Williamstown, Mass.. . . F. E. Swift, Proprietor.
Kellogg House, Williamstown, Mass., S. B. Keilogg, Proprietor.
Mansion House, Williamstowu, Mass., . A. A. Jones, Proprietor.
*These houseit are uscd for Educationad PirpoRe in winter, and for Summer
guests during the summer season.
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City; one to a person from Hartford, Conn., and three to Great Barrington
residents. In 1889 a real estate advertisement in the New York Herald
Tribune called attention to Great Barrington' s scenic, healthy climate,
wide open spaces, and low tax rate: "Great Barrington is a refuge from
(tax) robbery". 6
The Panics of the 1890' s and 1902 dampened further extravagant
building in the Berkshires. The push to make money declined. A paper
mill folded in Great Barrington and local interest was drawn away from
watching summer residents and went into seeking year-round jobs. Since
then recreational activities have been less spectacular.
There had been a definite pride in the town of Great Barrington --
witness the number of booklets written about it during the 1880' s and 1890' s.
This feeling subsided until the summer cultural events were founded thirty
years later. The Berkshire Playhouse opened in Great Barrington in 1928.
Jacob' s P illow Dance Festival opened in 1932 and was the first in the United
States. In 1934 the Berkshire Symphonic Festival gave its first performances
and moved into Tanglewood two years later. The first Federal Writers Project
was held in the Berkshires in 1934. As part of the federal program at that
time of providing jobs, the CCC cleared the first ski trails in the Berkshires
in 1933 -- in Pittsfield and in Great Barrington -- and by 1935 the New Haven
Railroad began running its ski trains from Grand Central Station to Great
Barrington and Pittsfield. In 1963 the first summer folk and jazz concerts
were held at the Berkshire Music Barn in Lenox.
6. Clark Bryan, The Book of the Berkshires, Bryan, Springfield, 1889, p. 80.
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As with other economic activities, the impetus for bringing recreation in -
to the B erkshires rested with the outside world. First, the literary figures
popularized the mountains in poetry from Bryant' s Green River to Longfellow' s
The Clock on the Stairs. Then the extravagances of some New York City
millionaires brought the Berkshires and especially Great Barrington to the
attention of many people. And it was outside interests which took the
initiative in founding the summer cultural activities; their efforts coincided
with the federal government clearing the first ski trails in the 1930' s.
The residents did little to encourage this growth in recreational activities.
TWo instances only were uncovered, during the present study, of local
initiative: 1) the forming of the Berkshire Heights Land Co., by a group
of Great Barrington realtors to make a profit of the increased summer
resort land prices during the 1890' s; and 2) the founding of the region' s
first preparatory school, The Berkshire School, founded in Great Barrington
in 1907. Therefore, it can be concluded that the outside world found
recreation in Great Barrington and its citizens did little to encourage its
growth.
1. Why did Great Barrington attract recreation trade?
From the articles written on the Berkshire scene prior to the
turn of the century there appear to be three decided reasons for
locating recreational activity in Great Barrington. First, the
scenery of the town was considered extraordinary.
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(The) view... is one of the choicest ones in the
world. 7
There is no more lovely outlook than this, even
in Switzerland and Italy. 8
I've sold my property in New Jersey and I' m going
to the finest and prettiest town on the American
continent -- and that town is Great Barrington,
B erkshire County, Massachusetts. 9
(Monument Mountain in Great Barrington is) justly
celebrated for the extraordinary beauty of the
scenery which its summit affords. 10
Secondly, the ability to get into scenic, uncongested surroundings
in a short amount of time was important. The advertisements, mentioned
above, call attention to the fact that Great Barrington was only 4 1/2 hours
from New York City. David Levitt, a New York City merchant, who
built an experi mental farm in Great Barrington in 1885 described to
Horace Greeley that the location was ideal since, " I could remove
myself entirely from my business in New York and taking only a
little more than 4 hours, at that'
7. Bryan,- 2a. cit., p. 83.
8. B erkshire Book, Vol. I, P ittsfield Sun P rinting, P ittsfield, Mass. 1892, p. 173.
9. Bryan, og. cit., p. 80.
10. Charles J. Taylor, The History of Great Barrington, 2nd ed., ed. George
Maclean, Town of Great Barrington, Great Barrington, Mass., 1928, p. 30.
11. Berkshire Hist. and Scientific Soc., Vol. II, "Hills and Homes of Housatonic
Valley", p. 203.
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The third reason is the availability of land, at a low tax rate.
The N. Y. Tribune' s ad, referred to above, compared the tax rate
of Great Barrington's $8.70/1000 to New York City's $24/1000.12
And there is the case of opposition to a proposed tax increase in
Great Barrington which was led by William Searles, who became
owner of Kellogg Terrace13 when he married Mrs. Hopkins.
Of the reasons cited,two still have relevance today,and as
part of the survey four realtors were asked to name the strongest
selling points that summer rentals in Great Barrington had. The
results were:
Response No. of Realtors making Response
Scenery 4
Travel time to NYC and Boston 4
Pleasant, uncongested countryside 3
Low tax rate 1
Of the original factors focusing recreation activity about
Great Barrington,:: .3 are still quite important: scenery, pleasant
surroundings; and travel time.
It is quite obvious that Great Barrington does not hold a
monopoly in the locational factors of travel time and scenery. Other
12. Bryan, op. cit., p. 80.
13. Proceedings of Annual Town Meeting, March 12, 1887, Great Barrington, Mass.
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communities also may exhibit these conditions to varying degrees.
If further research, examining why recreational activities have
located in other areas, confirms that two necessary conditions
for locating this type of recreation are a short travel time and
scenery, it may help to formulate the basis of predicting future
land use for this type of recreation.
C. Economic Changes in the Last Ninety Years
Table I illustrates clearly that the chief industries of Great Barrington
in the late nineteenth century were manufacturing, with 45% of the employment,
agriculture with 20%, and trade with 8% employed. Comparable figures for
Massachusetts for the same period are 11%, 40%, and 13% respectively.
Therefore, it can be conclided that Great Barrington was a manufacturing
town with a good bit of farming still being done within its borders.
Certainly Great Barringtonwould not have been described as a tourist
town or summer resort, even though people did vacation there. Recreation
contributed littlezto the economy of the town during this period. About the only
economic contributions made at that time by the early summer residents were in
the areas of personal services, which grew 60% to a total of 3. 1% of the total
employed during the decade 1885-1895, and in construction, which expanded
20% to a total of 58% during the decade from 1875 to 1885. If all of the
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expansion can be assumed to be due to recreation, then it can be concluded
that recreation provided Great Barrington with abou 35 jobs or about 2% of
the total employment.
If employment figures are a reasonable index to catalog and compare
economic changes, and the author thinks they are, then it is clear from Table
I that economic changes have occurred in Great Barrington during the last
90 years. And although the comparisons in Table I are between the jobs in
an entire town and the jobs of residents in the urban portion of the town
almost a century later, the changes are so marked that modifying the 1960
data to conform to the reporting bases of the earlier censuses could not
possibly alter the picture.
There has been a marked decline in agriculture, which is about
universal throughout the country. Agricultural employment dropped from
about 20% to 3% of the total employed; a change of -58%.
The major shift in employment in Great Barrington, besides
agriculture, has been away from the manufacture of non -durable goods such
as textiles and paper, and toward business and retail services. Great
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Barrington used to have 360 employed in woolen mills in 1885 and another
220 employed in cotton mills. Textiles have vanished from the scene, the
last mill, employing 160, closed in the spring of 1962. Therefore if the
percentage employed in non-durable manufacturing, shown in Table I, were
updated to 1962, it would show only 10. 9% (of 2053 employed in the town)
employed in this sector, a change of -72%. Employees in the manufacture
of hats and chemicals constitute almost all of the remaining non -durable
labor force in Great Barrington.
Other services, Real Estate, Trade, Entertainment, and Personal
Service, have increased noticeably. These are sectors which are most directly
influenced by either a) seasonal residents, vacationers, and tourists, or b) the
town serving the day to day needs of a larger service area. These sectors
accounted for 11. 3% of the employed in Great Barrington in the'late 19th
century and 46. 3% in 1960, a change of +310%.
There have been large increases in such activities as transporation,
professionals, and public administration but these are comparable to the
changes in these sectors for Massachusetts.
D. The Internal Adjustment to Economic Change
It has been established that Great Barrington has undergone a significant
economic change during the last ninety years. The question now arises, "How
has the town adjusted to the change?" We shall examine five ways in which
the town has shown an adjustment to changing economic conditions: 1) the
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level of economic activity; 2) population structure; 3) town services;
4) the physical makeup of the town, and 5) function.
1. The Level of Economic Activity
In 1875 Great Barrington was a prosperous town with an
apparently bright economic future. Unemployment in that year
amounted to only four adults. Measuring the level of the standard
of living is difficult since in the past ninety years the dollar has
undergone a change in real value and the services which a family
has come to expect as essential have also changed. To the extent
that welfare rolls are indicative of the degree of poverty it is likely
that Great Barrington was relatively free from it, because in 1875
only 12 people received welfare from the town and 9 of these were
widowed mothers. Only three persons were listed as poor and
receiving public aid. Now admittedly the concept of public welfare
has also undergone a drastic change in the interim and people were
more apt to help neighbors over rough periods than they are today
but there is nothing in any of the journals, books, letter and records
of the town to suggest that economic hardship was noticed in the town.
Table II shows a list of economic indices which are often
related to the level of economic adjustment in a community. In the
list are the familiar guides used in federal agencies defining im -
poverished areas: percent unemployment, the percent of families
with annual incomes of less than $3000, and the Median Family Income.
Table I1
Some Indices showing Level of Economic Adjustment of
Western Massachusetts Communities
1960 Population a
(not in rank order)
Adams 12,:
Great Barrington 6,
North Adams 19,
P ittsfield SMA 76,
Williamstown 7,
Rest of Berkshire Co.19,'
391
624
905
722
322
171
Greenfield 17,690
Montague 7,836
Orange 6,154
Rest of Franklin Co. 23,182
Rest of Mass. 4, 951, 579
Median annual family aIncome to nearest $10
Williamstown $6600
dP ittsfield SMA 6460
Rest of Mass.h
Great Barrington
6300
5960
North Adams 5680
Adams 5580
Greenfield 5580
Rest of Berkshire Co. 5500
Montague e5460
Orange 5370
Rest of Franklin Co.9 5330
Annual Retail Sales/C ita
to nearest $10/capita '
Greenfield 1930
Great Barrington
P ittsfield SMAb
Rest of Mass.
Williamstown, 1270
North Adams 1090
Orange 920
Adams 820
Rest of Franklin Co. 710
Montague 540
Rest of Berkshire Co. 440
a% Unemploymentn m
Williamstown
Greenfield
Orange
P ittsfield SMA
Rest of Berkshire C
1310 Great Barrington
Montague
Rest of Franklin Co.
Rest of Mass.
North Adams
Adams
3.5
3.9
4.5
4.7
% Families with annual
Incomes less than $3000 a
Williamstown 10.0
Rest of Mass. 11.4
5.2 P ittsfield SMA
Montague
5.3 Adams
Greenfield
5.3 North Adams
5. 6
Great Barrington_
5.7
Rest of Franklin Co.
7.0 Orange
7.8 Rest of Berkshire Co.
12.3
12.5
Annual welfare payments/capita
to nearest $1/capita c
Williamstown $13
Rest of Mass.
Great Barrington
13.9 Greenfield
15.3 P ittsfield
15.9 Orange
Adams
16.0 Rest of Franklin Co.
Montague
17.6 North Adams
19.1 Rest of Berkshire Co.
32
35
35
37
38
43
48
50
52
54
a Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of Population.
b Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce, 1958 Census of Business and 1960 Census of Population.
c Source: Mass. Dept. of Commerce, Division of Employment Securities, Figures for 1962, and U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of Population.
d The 1962 Bureau of the Census's Definition of the Pittsfield Standard Metropolitan Area is used which consists of Pittsfield, Dalton, Lanesboro, Lee, and Lenox.
e Montague contains the urban centers, Turner Falls and Miller' s Falls, listed in U.S. Census data.
Rest of Berkshire Co. contains all towns in Berkshire Co. except those identified in table - Adams, Great Barrington, North Adams, Williamstown, and the 5 communities
constituting the P ittsfield SMA.
g Rest of Franklin Co. contains all towns in Franklin Co. except those identified in table - Greenfield, Montague, and Orange.
h Rest of Mass. contains all the counties in Massachusetts except those identified in table - Berkshire and Franklin.
i The 1958 Census of Business is used as a comparison instead of the 1963 Census of Business to give a more accurate measure of sales/capita insofar as 1960 population figures are used.
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Great Barrington had an unemployment rate of 5.3% in 1960
and the state rate was 5.7%. Median incomes in Great Barrington
are $340 below that for the rest of the state and the proportion of
families with incomes of less than $3000 a year is 40% higher than
that for the rest of the state. It is still true today that many services
purchased by an urbanite would be performed in the home or done
gratis by a neighbor in a "backwoods" community such as Great
Barrington (baking, canning, gardening, dressmaking, and counseling
are examples of such services), but it is also truefthat With modern
methods of marketing and communications real income has been
more equalized from region to region. Therefore, it can be accepted
that incomes are somewhat lower in Great Barrington than in-the rest
of Massachusetts, and not so out of line as the figures in Table II
would indicate.
Only one of the indices listed in Table II shows Great Barrington
to better advantage than the rest of the state. That is Annual Retail
Sales/capita, which were 27% higher in Great Barrington than in
the rest of the state.
Table II, then, shows that Great Barrington is not in such good
economic shape generally as the rest of the state, but not so much
worse off either -- and it excels only in the area of Retail Sales -- the
same economic sector which has exhibited a pronounced increase in
the last 90 years. Since this is the sector of the economy which
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recreation influences most highly in Great Barrington, and because
the high level of Retail Sales has not pulled up other economic
indices over the state average,we obtain a clue that recreation has
not offset the decline in the overall economy due to the exit of
textile industry over the last 70 years. But it must be noted that
the situation may well be much darker if Great Barrington did not
have the recreation to fall back upon, and that hourly wages earned
in recreation -generated employment, although they may be low by
state standards, are higher than the wages earned in the textile
mills of the town.
It can be seen from Table II that Great Barrington' s economy
is at a higher level than that of most of the other communities in
Berkshire County, with the exception of the P ittsfield SMA and
Williamstown. But when we check the populations..of these
communities we find that they comprise 60% of the county' s popu-
lation. Therefore, we may say that over half of the people in the
Berkshire County enjoy a higher economic level than do the people
of Great Barrington.
In summary then we may say that Great Barrington' s overall
economy has changed from a healthy, apparently viable one to one
which is not up to the level of the rest of the State -- nor one which
compares favorably to the majority of the population in the county.
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2. Population Structure
Appendix I records the population growth of Great Barrington
since 1765 and compares it using ratios with the population growth
of Pittsfield and the entire county. The population of Great Barring-
ton has grown 42% since 1880, 13% since 1900 and only 4. 5% in the
past 40 years. Therefore, one noticeable manner in which the town
has adjusted to the economic changes imposed upon it has been to
stabilize its population.
But how stable is the population? In the census of 1875, 1885,
and 1895, Great Barrington possessed an age distribution which did
not vary from the age distribution for Massachusetts by more than 0.2
percentage points. Graph I represents the population pyramid for
the town in 1960.
Two quite obvious things have occurred to the population
structure of the town: First, it has become a lot older. Appendix III
shows that the median age in Great Barrington is 38.7 years, 6.7
years older than the median-age in MassaEhusetts and 10.4 years above
the median age in the U. S. This is seen graphically from the popula -
tion pyramid. The town has a large proportion of elderly: 17%
of the population is 65 years of age or older, more than 1 1/2
times the rate for the entire state. And the town has a relatively
small proportion of young: 40% of the population is younger than
30 years of age, 16% less than the state' s proportion. In addition,
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the town has over twice the number of widows and widbwers (over
60 years of age) as the average Massachusetts town.
Secondly, with a diminishing proportion of the productive
age group -- between 20 and 45 years of age -- fewer children
will be born, and the labor market will have little surplus. These
conditions tend to reinforce this structural change and it is likely
that other things being equal Great Barrington' s population will
have higher proportions of elderly people and lower proportions
of the young. TSection .IV~tion will discuss the implications of
this structural change on town services.
An emphatic adjustment to economic changes which has
taken place in Great Barrington is the emigration of the young.
This is an action made by the individual or family and is the
most apparent reaction by the population to the economic
changes in the town. Citizens in the town have called attention
to the emigration of the young and list lack of job opportunities and
lack of a range of job opportunity as the reasons for this exodus.
3. Town Services
In 1885 the town government of Great Barrington provided
the following services for its citizens:
Public Education
Fire and P olice P rotection
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Public and Park Lands
Sewage Collection
Water
Street and Construction Maintenance
Health and Welfare
Fence Examination
Hunting and Fishing Supervision
Administration
No adverse comments have been uncovered concerning these
services and a few sources have praised the police protection
and administration. Since adverse comment is usually louder
than praise it may be assumed that the inhabitants were satis -
fied with the services provided by their town government.
The services provided by the current town government
and the citizen rating of them appears in Table III. A few ser -
vices have-been added bytthe town in the last 80 years. Garbage
collection, library care, trees and forest care, and mosquito con-
trol. The town, however, maintains only a minimal amount of
playground equipment and sport facilit ies. This may be explained
in part by the town' s proximity to the wide open spaces.
The citizens interviewed rated most services adequate to
good and only Snow Removal, Mosquito Control, Street Maintenance
and Garbage Collection had a large number of poor ratings.
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Table III
Citizen Rating of Town Services
Number of Responses Median
Response
Service Good Adequate Poor
Public Education 8 8 1 Adequate
Fire and P olice P rotection 4 12 1 Adequate
Street Maintenance 5 5 7 Adequate
Water Supply 8 9 0 Adequate
Sewage and Garbage Collection 4 7 6 Adequate
Health and Welfare 9 8 0 Good
Library 7 7 3 Adequate
Parks 8 6 3 Adeauate
Trees and Forest Care 9 6 2 Good
Mosquito Control 5 5 7 Adequate
Snow Removal 5 5 7 Adequate
Administration 5 8 4 Adequate
Average, unweighted 3. 4 A dequate6. 4 7. 2
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Tables IV -A and IV -B give an added perspective to the
services offered. Although the citizens may rate a service
highly it may be so because of a lack of knowledge of anything
better. Table IV -A shows that school expenditures/pupil are
about comparable to the median for other communities of the
same size in Massachusetts. If educational expenditure/pupil
is a good measure of the quality of service offered then Great
Barrington public schools are comparable to other schools in the
state and this implies that citizen ratings, which rated their schools
as "adequate" or "good", are reasonably fair in rating the services
provided.
The impact of recreation is felt in providing town services;
see Table IV-B. Without vacation and non-resident housing the
residents of Great Barrington would have to pay 25% more in
taxes and the resulting tax levels would be more comparable to
those levied -in other communities in Massachusetts. Implications
of this will be discussed further in Section IV.
Great Barrington provides an array of services to be expected
of a community its size and the citizen is fairly pleased with them.
The type of services and the quality of services have not undergone
great change in the past 80 years.
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Table IV -A
Public Expenditure Data for Great Barrington
P art A: Comparative P ublic Education Expendituresa
1. P upil Enrollment
2. Pupil/Teacher Ratio
3. Expenditures/pupil in
net average membership
4. Range of teacher salaries
Great Barrington
1955 1964
1264 1526 c
25.8 25.0
Massachusettsb
1955 1964
26.3 25.2
$240.42 $353.34 $253.10 $379.18
$3000- $4500- $2300- $4500-
4080 7400 4800 8200
Source: Mass. Dept. of Commerce and Development, Mimeograph no. 212,
Great Barrington, 1964; Mass. Dept. of Education.
Median for Communities in Massachusetts in the same population class
as Great Barrington -- from 5000 to 10, 000. 1964 calculated.on the 1960
population, which showed 59 communities in this class; the 1955 figures
are based on 1950 population which contained 51 communities in this class.
Increase due to enrollment of non -resident students under contract with
the home town paying tuition to Great Barrington.
a
b
c
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Table IV -B
Public Expenditure Data for Great Barrington
Part B: Comparative Tax Structures
Great
B arrington.
B erkshire
Townsa
Massachusetts
Townsb
1. Average P opulation,
1960c
2. Average 1964 Market
Value ($100~)d
Range - high
- low
3. Average 1964 Market
value/capital
Range - high
- low
4. Median 1964 Tax
Rate at full Value1
Range - high
- low
5. Median 1964 Per
Capita Direct Taxcn
range - high
- low
6. Est.1964 Tax Rate
at full value if no
seasonal housing in
Great Barrington0
% Increase
6,624
$40, 400
$ 6, 100
$ 20.80
$ 130.70
6,413
$35, 730
41, 89 0e
26, 170
$ 5,570
6, 100i
5, 000 k
$ - 28.40
29.60k
20.803
$ 157.10
189. 6 0 e
130. 703
6,082
$32, 510
71, 6 0 0 9
7, 380h
$ 5, 350
13, 0 1 0 9
1, 420h
$ 32.70
51. 90m
20. 80i
$ 178.10
387. 5 0g
64.00
$ 26.10
25. 5
Footnotes on next page.
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Footnotes to Table IV -B
a For four Berkshire county towns of same population size as Great
Barrington (i. e., 5000 -7500 population).
b For 36 Massachusetts communities of same population size as Great
Barrington (i.e., 5, 000 -7, 500 population).
c From U. S. Dept. of Comm., 1960 Census of Population.
1964 market valuation computed from assessed valuation by multiplying
assessed valuation by estimated assessment ratio from Boston Safe
Deposit and Trust Co., Financial Statistics of Massachusetts, January 1965.
e Williamstown.
Dalton.
g Yarmouth.
h Shirley.
From item 2 divided by item 1.
Great Barrington.
k Lee
1 From Mass. Federation of Taxpayers, Taxtalk, October 1964.
m Orange.
n From Mass. Federation of Taxpayers, o. cit.
0 Estimated from subtracting seasonal housing figured at average value
from tax rolls.
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4. P hysical Makeup of the Town
Much of the housing in Great Barri ngton is old and a large
portion of it is utilized only in the summer. Tables V and VI
describe the condition of housing in Great Barrington. Although
1/5 of all the housing in the town is seasonal and stands vacant
for the major part of the year the picture of Great Barrington in
the off -season is one of any peaceful but alive small town. The
reason for this is that about 80% of the seasonal housing units lie
outside the urban area of Great Barrington and are not noticed by
the casual observer.
Another point made by Table V is the vacancy rate in housing;
it is low (3. 5%) considering the town' s population has been stagnant
for the past 45 years. Conversion of units into summer occupancy
and more families living in their own quarters account for the low
vacancy rate.
Table VI describes the physical condition of the housing in
Great Barrington. Generally, it is a community of large, old one -
family houses. The proportion of one and two family housing in
Great Barrington is 21% greater than for Massachusetts, the units
are 12% larger and the percentage of housing more than 45 years old
is 17% higher. Table VI also shows that there is a slightly higher
percentage of deteriorated and delapidated housing in the town than
in the state -- and this is due in large measure to old farm and
rural area housing.
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Table V
Seasonal Housing and P opulation in
Total unitsa, b
1. Occupied 9 or more mos. /yr.
2. Occupied 3 or less mos. /yr.
(summer)
3. Others occupied
4. Vacant
5. Seasonal units vacant
6. Total seasonal units (items 2, 5)
7. Total Summer population
8. Year-round population
( 3. 8/unit)
9. Summer seasonal population
( 4. 0/unit)e
10. Total Winter population
11. Year-round population
(item 8)
12. Winter Seasonal population f
13. Total Maximum Seasonal Pop.
Number
2281
1726
442
34
79
23
465
8400
1776
6824
6624
200
c-2000
Great Barrington
% of Town's
% of Total year-round pop.
100c
75.7
19.4
1.5
3.5
1.0
20.4
100
78.9
21.1
100
97.1
2.9
100
26.8
100
3.0
From tax records of Town of Great Barrington; real estate records.
Note: figures are not comparable to those of 1960.Census of Housing
(U. S. Dept. of Commerce) since only urban housing is recorded in census.
Does not add up to 100 because of rounding off.
From U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of population.
Ratio from estimate of realtors
Calculating using realtor' s estimate of 50 winter seasonal units occupied.
a
b
c
d
e
f
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Table VI-'
Housing Conditions in Great Barrington
Number a % of Total
Total Units in Great Barrington 2281 100
Seasonal Occupancy 442 19.4
"P ermanent" Occupancy 1760 77.1
Vacancy 79 3.5
% of Total Units
Great Barrington b Berkshire Co.b Mass.b
Condition:
Sound 84.8 84.2 87.0
Sound with all plumbing 79.4 79.0 81.0
Deteriorated c 12.4 13.4 10.6
Dilapidated c 2.8 2.4 2.4
Median No. Rooms /Unit 5.8 5.1 5.2
Crowded Occupancy - greater than
1. 0 ±ersrins/rooni d 5.1 5.8 3.1
1 unit in building 65.0 63.9 53.8
2 units in Building 20.3 17.4 16.4
3 -4 units in building 7.0 10.7 16.4
5 or more units in building 7.7 8.0 13.0
Built 1919 or earlier 75.0 65.4 64.2
Built 1920-1929 5.7 8.3 8.9
Built 1930 -1939 4.8 7.9 7.1
Built 1940-1949 4.6 8.8 9.1
Built 1950-1959 7.7 7.6 8.9
Built 1960 -1964 2.2 2.2 2.4
Median Value e $11,300 $12,600 $13,800
Median Gross Monthly rental fe $ 71 $ 69 $ 75
Footnotes on next page
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Table VI - footnotes
a From Tax Record of Town of Great Barrington and Real Estate records.
b From U. S. Dept. of Commerce: 1960 Census of Housing updated by building
permit records from Great Barrington and the Mass. Dept. of Commerce and
Development.
c Deteriorated defined as need of repair; dilapidated defined as in need of repair
and missing plumbing.
d Based on total occupied by year-round residents.
e From U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of Housing.
Includes payments for heat and utilities.
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New housing construction is lagging behind state rates.
Less than 15 % of Great Barrington' s housing was built since
1940 as compared to the state figure of more than 20%. What is
more striking is that between 1/2 and 2/3 of the new housing is
seasonal housing. Therefore only about 5-7. 5% of Great Barrington' s
housing is new: hofsingmeant for year-round permanent occupancy.
An entirely different picture is given by the industrial units
in the town. The old textile mills, built in the nineteenth century,
walling sections of the Housatonic River flowing through the town,
are still standing and largely vacant -- a grim sight. Of the slightly
more than 1. 3 million square feet of mill floor space in the town,
only about 100, 000 (less than 8%) has been converted for other
business uses -- a dress factory and a hat factory and warehouses.
Store fronts in the "commercial"section of town are generally
old, dating almost exclusively back 20 years or more ago. The
shops are well maintained and there are few vacancies giving the
commercial district an appearance of a well kept, busy section.
Parks, public buildings, and streets are well maintained and
enhance the appearance of the town.
Urban Great Barrington maintains a neat but old commercial
center. Its housing is old with few vacancies and of a neat appearance.
One, however, is startled at the stark and grim mill buildings sitting
looking over the commercial activity.
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The rural sections of Great Barrington present another
dichotomy. Whereas it is this region where at least 90% of the
new housing has taken place, the landscape is punctuated every
now and then with a decrepit old shack or random farmhouse.
- However, in sum total the town' s appearance is that of
a well maintained, neat, community and it is apparent that it
has done so despite some economically hard times.
5. Function
Clearly Great Barrington has changed its function from that
of a manufacturing town to one vh ich is a service center for a large
geographical area. See Appendix II. It is also clear that the town
does serve as a summer retreat for many people and Section III
discusses its impact on Great Barrington' s economy. Furthermore
the town is exporting a supply of young labor to other regions. And
the town has attracted some institutions and footloose industry during
the last two decades.
What is not yet clearly established is that Great Barrington
is becoming a bedroom community. The survey conducted by the
Mass. Division of Employment Securities over 1962 and 1963 found
that workers unemployed by a plant shutdown were willing to commute
up to 45 minutes to work rather than leave the town. Of 160 men made
idle by the closing of a textile mill in 1962 only 22 left the town as
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of Dec. 31, 1963, and most of the remaining commuted to work
in Connecticut and P ittsfield. Nine of the 12 non -seasonal houses
built in 1963 and 1964 are occupied by families which recently
moved to Great Barrington and commute to work outside of the
town. In addition, the number of Great Barrington residents
employed outside the community has increased 65% from 1955 to
15
about 250 commuters in 1961. Including about 90 additional
commuters due to the closing of the textile mills mentioned above
raises this figure to about 340 commuters -- or about 16% 16of the
labor force residing in Great Barrington -- an increase of about 125%
over 1955.
E. Summary
It has been documented that Great Barrington has undergone a
noticeable change in its economy during the last 90 years from that of a
prospering textile mill town through a period of decline to its present
diverse economy. The town has not been able to decide its own economic
course -- not that there has been much evidence that it has so tried -- but
15. Estimated from a close reading of net flow of jobs between Great Barring-
ton and surrounding communities taken from Mass. Division of Emp. Securities
statistics.
16. Calculated from total employment of Table I of 2143 (a reduction of 22 jobs
held by those who lost them when the last textile mill closed and who moved
from Great Barrington.)
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has, instead, had its economy shaped by larger national economic forces.
Recreational activities began in Great Barrington over one hundred
years ago and received nationwide attention when some of the nation' s
wealthy built large summer homes in the town during the late nineteenth
century. The next significant impetus to bring recreation into the area
came during the 1930' s as cultural activities established summer festivals
there, and as the federal government cleared the first ski trails. The
residents did little to encourage the growth of recreational activities
and it is safe to conclude that the outside world found for themselves
recreational opportunities in Great Barrington -- again the town was
shaped by outside forces.
It has been shown that Great Barrington has made a healthy adjust-
ment, by and large, to the changes in its economy. Most of the adjustment
has been at a slow rate, taking since about 1900 to bring about the changes
cited. However, in the areas of commuting and emigrating to find
employment the town has shown a remarkable agility in responding to
economic changes recently.
The unemployment rate is comparable to that for the rest of the
state and the income levels, taking into account real income differentials
between urban and rural regions, is also comparable to the rest of the
state.
The total population of Great Barrington has been stable for the
last 40 years although the structure of its population has changed markedly.
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Emigration of young adults has been the most striking individual reaction to
economic conditions in Great Barrington leaving behind a very high
proportion of elderly in the town.
The town still maintains a wide range of services and of a high
quality as judged by their citizens but its ability to do so without burden
to the taxpayer has been helped in no small measure by the fairly large
real estate base of vacation housing.
Little new building construction has taken place since 1920 and most
of the new housing is for summer use. However, with the exception of the
stark and grim, unmaintained empty mill buildings the town appears clean
and active.
Great Barrington' s economic role has changed from a manufacturer
of textiles and paper to a service center for the southern Berkshires. The
town is a locus for recreational activities ini the region. Great Barrington
has been becoming a supplier of labor to other regions. Thereis some
evidence that the town is becoming a bedroom community. Therefore,
Great Barrington remains functionally related to other communities and
regions.
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III. THE ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE OF RECREATION
In this section the author will list in detail the impact of recreation
on Great Barrington' s economy using three different measures, a) labor
force, b) Revenues received - henceforth called "sales", and c) wages
earned. The method described above involves application of field survey
results to the most recent available economic statistics in the town.
A. Labor Force
It is first necessary to explain why the data from the 1960 Census
of Population of the United States gives a misleading picture of the importance
of recreation to Great Barrington. Table VII categorizes employment in
Great Barrington according to economic sector and outlines the process
allocating the labor force employed in all sectors due to satisfying recreational
demands. The method is a simple one: A comparison between the labor force
distribution in Great Barrington and that of Massachusetts reveals the sectors
in which the town seem to be specializing. These are the sectors in which the
town has an unusually high portion of employment when compared to the state.
From Table VII we see that the following are sectors in which Great Barrington
"specializes": Transportation, Communication and Public Utilities; Wholesale
and Retail Trade; P ersonal Service; Entertainment and Recreation,and
Agriculture. Recreation may directly influence all of these sectors but
agridulture, and if we assume that all difference employed in trade, personal
service, and entertainment and 1/3 of the difference employed in transportation
were due to recreation demands then we arrive at an estimate of about 18%
of the labor force employed in recreation.
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Table VII
Labor Force of Great Barrington due to Recreation
% of labor force em- Estimated
ployed in activitya percent
difference between due to
Economic Great Gt. Barrington and recreational
Activity Barrington Mass. Massachusetts specialization
Agric., Forest 3.0 1.3 +131
Mining, Minerals - - -
Construction 4.4 5.4 - 1
Durable Mfg. 3.9 18.1 -..78_
Non-durable Mfg. 17.7 17.4 + 2
Transp., Comm., P ubl. 9.4 5.7 + 65 (1.2)
Util.
Wholesale, Ret. Trade 22.9 17.0~ + 35 (5.9)
Finance, Rl. Est., Ins. 5.1 4.7 + 9
Business, Repair Serv. 2.7 2.8 - 4
Personal Service 13.7 4.2 +226 (9.5)
Entertainment, recr. 1.9 0.6 +217 (1.3)
Professions, related 11.5 13.2 -13
Public administr. 2.2 4.7 - 53
Not reporting 1.6 4.8
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 17.9
a Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of Population.
b These figures are for Employment by Place of Residence.
c These figures apply to the urban portions of the Town of Great Barrington, which
consists of Housatonic and Great Barrington, having a combined population in
1960 of 4313, or 65.1% of the town' s entire population of 6624.
d It was assumed that 1/3 of the difference employed in Great Barrington in trans-
portation, communications and public utilities and all of the difference employed
in wholesale and retail trade, in personal service and in entertainment were
due to the recreation demand.
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There are two reasons to indicate that this method gives an unrfeliable
estimate. First of all it is established (from Appendix II) that Great Barring-
ton services a larger population than its own and therefore some of the
estimate arrived at above is most likely due to meeting needs of regional
demands and not necessarily recreation demand. Secondly, the 18% figure
may be inflated because of the method of reporting on employment in the
federal census on the basis of residence, in this case Great Barrington.
Sales and Service positions pay less than other industries and those employed
in these sectors are apt to live close to work rather than commute to work
in Great Barrington, thereby inflating this sector.
On the other hand the figures can give a first approximation to the
number of jobs which support the jobs created by recreation, (i.e., it gives
a picture of the multiplier effects of recreation on the employment in Great
Barrington). Furthermore it gives a more honest picture of the impact of
recreation on the town than do the figures from the Massachusetts Division
of Employment Securities since the latter reflect commuting into Great
Barrington.
However, the state statistics are more recent and tabulated monthly
showing seasonal fluctuations. For the above reasons it was decided to use
employment statistics as reported to the Massachusetts Division of Employ -
ment Securities and supplement these with information gained in the field
survey.-
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Tables VIII and IX show the monthly fluctuation of employment in
various sectors. Table IX is the more interesting of the two and shows in
detail the fluctuation of non-agricultural activity. These monthly variations
can be caused in part by recreation, since its activities are highly seasonal.
Note from Table VIII the stability of monthly employment in Agriculture, and
Manufacturing, and contrast it with the variations in Non -Manufacturing
employment. Table IX shows that most of the fluctuation in non -manufacturing
employment is due to two sectors: Construction, and Trade and Service.
This is more clearly seen in Graph II. Whereas Manufacturing employment
has a range of 7%, Trades and Services has a range of 63%. This large
range may be due to recreational demand and deserves closer attention.
Recreation has two seasons in Great Barrington, a summer season
from May through October and a minor winter season from December
through February. Those interviewed claim tourists begin coming to the
Berkshires on sunny weekends in May and on the Memorial Day Weekend.
They also state that the summer season has been extended over the past
decade into October with tourists coming to the Great Barrington Fair
and viewing the autumn foliage. 1
The above means that the non-seasonal months -- March, April,
and November -- may be used as a datum from which to measure recreation
1. The weekend of peak autumn foliage in October has become such an
attraction in the area that motels and rooming places in the area have generally
raised accommodation fees to summer levels for this weekend.
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Table VHI
Monthly Employment in Great Barringtona
Four year Average 1960-1963 Latest year 1964
Total Agric. Mfg.
3900
3900
3830
3870
4010
4240
4870
4960
4840
4160
4010
3960
220
220
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
220
220
780
800
790
760
760
790
790
820
810
800
770
790
Non- Not bMfg. classified Total
2700
2680
2600
2670
2810
3010
3640
3700
3590
2920
2820
2750
200
200'
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
3770
3790
3620
3760
3920
4140
4810
4830
4840
4010
3900
3870
Agric. Mfg.
220
220
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240
220
220
660
680
670
640
640
670
670
690
680
680
650
680
Non- Not
mfg. classified
2690
2690
2610
2680
2840
3030
3700
3700
3720
2990
2830
2770
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
a Source: Mass. Division of Employment Securities Monthly Employer Statistics.
b Figures are estimated by- Division personnel, and include government employees.
(Note the 61 public school employees are included but are reported as employed
during summer months.)
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
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Table IX--
Non -Agricultural Monthly Employment in Great Barringtona, b, c
Latest Year (1964)
4-year -------. -Employed in non -manufacturing Industries
average
(1960- Em- Devia - Devia -
1963) Total ployed Total Con- tion Trade tion
total em- em- in non-mfg struc - from and ser-from All from
Month ployed ployed Mfg. Ind. tion NSA 4 vice NSA others NSA 4
Jan. 3480 3350 660 2690 220 -12 1530 + 2 940 - 2
Feb. 3480 3370 680 2690 210 -16 1530 + 2 950 - 1
Mar. 3390 3280 670 2610 210 -16 1450 - 3 950 - 1
Apr. 3430 3320 640 2680 260 + 4 1470 - 2 950 - 1
May 3570 3480 640 2840 280 + 8 1570 + 5 990 + 3
June 3800 $700 670 3030 290 +16 1730 +15 1010 + 6
July 4430 4360 670 3700 320 +28 2410 +61 990 + 3
Aug. 4520 4390 690 3700 320 +28 2410 +61 990 + 3
Sept. 4400 4400 680 3720 300 +20 2440 +63 980 + 2
Oct. 3720 3670 680 2990 280 +12 1730 +15 980 + 2
Nov. 3590 3480 650 2830 280 +12 1580 + 5 970 + 1
Dec. 3540 3450 680 2770 260 + 4- 1550 + 3 960 0
Median 3460 3480 670 2835 280 1575 975
%Range
from -5to+27 -6 to+26 -4 to+3 -25 to+14 -8 to+35 -8 to+55 -4 to+4
Median
NSAd 3350 3360 653 2707 250 1500 957
%Range
from -2 to+31 -2 to+31 -2 to+6 -3 to+37 -16 to+28 -3 to+63 -2 to+6
NSA__
a
Source: Mass. Dept. of Commerce, Division of Employment Securities, Monthly Employer
Statistics.
b Employment figures for Great Barrington differ here from Federal census data. Federal
data is cataloged to place of residence, Mass. figures used here apply to place of
employment. Data exclude the categories of Agriculture and Not Classified, appearing in Table!VI1
c The places of residence included in this study appear in Appendix II.
d NSA, or non-seasonal average, includes the months of March, April and November. The
non-season is defined according to the consensus of those interviewed.
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demand. And throughout this section there will be such reference made to
the NSA - non-seasonal average - the average of the employment figures
from March, April and November.
The large monthly variation especially in the summer is due largely
to recreation since it is unlikely that (1) Berkshire residents find Great
Barrington a more attractive place in which to shop in the summer than in
the winter, or (2) people buy 63% more in the summer than in the non -seasonal
months. It was assumed that between three -fourths and nine -tenths of the
variance is due to recreation trade and service employment in Table X.2
However, during thte holiday months of November and December in
which purchases are increased (e.g., Thanksgiving food, Christmas presents)
it is necessary to adjust the estimate. Since little or no seasonal trade was
estimated by merchants for November, none of the increase in Trades and
Services is allocated to Recreation. In December, when skiers do come into
the area, from 1/2 to 2/3 of the increase is allocated to recreation, thereby
reflecting increased purchases by residents.
In the case of construction employment one cannot reach the same
conclusions without first interviewing construction companies. Interviews
2. In interviews merchants were quick to point out that increase in summer
sales was due entirely to recreational demands of summer residents. However,
when asked if local residents purchased seasonal items like sporting goods,
patio ware, and increased automobile service, they reluctantly lowered their
estimates. The interviewer got the impression that between three -fourths and
nine -tenths of the trade and service employment was due to meeting the demands
of seasonal residents. This is further supported by the fact that statewide
figures for Mass. show about a 10% increase during summer months.
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Table X
Employment in Great Barrington attributed to Recreation
by Seasonal Labor Records
Employed in
Total
Construction
Number
allocated to
Recreation b
Employed in Trade and Services
Number
Deviation allocated to
Total from NSA Recreation a
Min. Max. Min. Max.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Non-
seasonal
average
Total man -
months
Total man -
years
220
210
210
260
280
290
320
320
300
280
280
260
55
52
52
60
70
72
80
80
75
70
70
65
74
70
70
87
94
97
107
107
100
94
94
87
250
1530
1530
1450
1470
1570
1730
2410
2410
2440
1730
1580
1550
+30
+30
-50
-30
+70
+230
+910
+910
+940
+230
+80
+50
1500
--- 801 1081 2531 3052
67 90
a See text, p. 63,
b See text, pp. 63
for assumptions on allocation.
and 65, for assumptions on allocation.
Month
22
22
0
0
49
172
682
682
705
172
0
25
27
27
0
0
63
207
819
819
846
207
0
37
211 254
were taken with three construction personnel, with one lumber concern and
with two large hardware firms and it was felt by all interviewed that from
one -half to two -thirds of the residential construction was for new summer
homes or alterations on summer homes. However about half of the con -
struction involves projects other than residential buildings, and therefore
it is assumed that from 1/4 to 1/3 of the construction employment is due
to recreation. This estimate is used in Table X.
No other categories show siich' significant fluctuation, and such
variance cannot be assumed to be due to recreational demand. Graph II
shows and example of an industry classification that has little significant
seasonal fluctuation in employment -- manufacturing.
From the above one can allocate with some assurance the number
of workers employed due to recreational demands from seasonal residents.
Table X shows the monthly allocation of seasonal labor due to recreation. A
total of from 278 to 344 man-years of labor are generated directly by the
recreation demand on construction and trade and services. Cusing a mul -
tiplier of 1.7 (see Appendix V) gives 475 to 585 man-years of labor generated
in Great Barrington by recreation.
B. Sales
Another way of gauging the economic impact of recreation is to
measure the amount of dollars spent in Great Barrington by seasonal
residents and tourists. The method used is essentially the same as used
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to estimate the employment generated by recreation -- namely to modify
census data with survey results. Table XI shows the retail sales data for
Great Barrington from the 1963 Census of Business. The data should be
compared with the percent of Berkshire County population living in the
Great Barrington Market Area, 8.4% (from Appendix II).
One may reasonably assume that some of those sales shown in
Table XI as less than 8.4% (the market area percentage) of the county' s
sales are due to recreational demand because seasonal residents do buy
food, receive services, purchase a table cloth or a pair of dungarees, or
have the back steps to their cottages repaired, and it is logical to assume
that these sales in part will take place in Great Barrington. Therefore it
is necessary to augment Table XI with survey information showing the
percentage of seasonal sales.
Three types of business records were examined, food stores,
hardware and building supply firms, and real estate firms, and in addition
interviews were made with a group of professional and businessmen, three
doctors, two dentists, two lawyers, two dairymen, a barber, a handyman,
three carpenters, and three realtors.
The seasonal variation in sales of the food, hardware and real
estate establishments which were sampled appears in Table XII.
The allocation of these industries appears in Table XIII. Since people
usually consume less, not more, food in the summer months it is felt that
none of the summer increase in food sales is due to the year-round residents
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Table XI
Retail Sales in 1963
for Great Barrington a
Nun
EstType of Business
Hardware, Bldg. Suppl.
General Merchandising
Food, except liquor
Auto Deders
Gasoline, auto service
Apparel
Furniture, household goods
Eating, drinking
Drug, propriety
Bottled alcoholic beveragesb
Other including non -store
retailers
TOTAL b
mber of
ablishments
5
5
12
6
17
13
7
20
4
12
24
121
Sales (thousands)
$ 686
812
3, 685
2, 616
1, 393
676
542
921
733
1, 642
1, 824
$15, 534
a Source: U. S. Dept. of Commerce; 1963 Census of Business.
b Four establishments included under alcoholic beverages also share occupancy
with food stores. Therefore the number of establishments will add to four greater
than the total listed.
% of
Co. sales
5.8
3.6
6.6
7.7
10.4
5.4
5. 9
6.4
12.3
10.6
10.7
7.4
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Table XII.
Monthly Receipts of Sample Businesses in Great Barrington a
Food
% Deviation
Sales($000) from NSA
180
186
177
179
185
206
236
245
258
195
201
209
-3
0
-5
-4
0
+11
+27
+32
+39
+5
+7
+13
Month
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
TOTAL
NSA b
Hardware, Bldg. Suppl.
%Deviation
Sales($000) from NSA
18
17
23
37
50
65
67
62
49
43
39
26
-46
-49
-30
+12
+51
+97
+103
+88
+49
+30
+18
-21
496
33
Real Estate
Rental Commissions
%Deviation
Sales($000) from NSA
0
-33
0
0
+67
+133
+167
+167
+100
+33
-33
+67
56
No. in
sample 3
Total no. in
Gt. Barrington 12
3
5
a from survey.
b NSA - Non 
-seasonal Average, defined in Table IX-, footnote (d).
2, 457
186
4
8
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Table XIII
Allocation of Sales in Sample Businesses due to Recreation Demand a
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total Allocated
% of Total Sales
Sales ($000)
Food
8
8
0
0
0
20-22
50-55
59-65
72-79
9-10
0
8
234-255
9.5-10.4
Sales ($000)
Hardware and
Building Supplies
8-9
8-9
5-8
9-12
12-17
29-33
30-34
28-31
12-16
11-14
10-13
11-13
173-209
34. 9-42.1
Sales ($000)
Real Estate
Rental Comm.
2
2
0
0
2
4
5
5
3
1
0
2
26
46
data from Table XIIa See text for a description of the assumptions applied to
to allocate sales.
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and, therefore, between 100 -120% of the food sales above the NSA are
allocated to meeting recreation demands, with the exception of December,
January and February. Heavy food store purchases for the holiday season
inflate December and November food sales and only sales in excess of the
November figure of $201, 000 are allocated. In January and February with
some seasonal trade due to skiers the December figure is used.
Although 1/4 to 1/3 of the construction employment was allocated to
recreation above, an adjustment is required in the sales of hardware and
construction supplies. In the seasonal months individual purchases are
apt to increase this estimate. Some hardware merchants estimated that about
1/5 - 1/4 of all summer sales were made directly to summer residents.
Therefore during the summer and winter seasons between 45% and 50% of
all sales are allocated to recreation and in the off -season months, the
allocation estimate reverts back to that used in construction employment - -
between 1/4 and 1/3.
Iiteriviewed realtors., felt that given no vacation or tourist trade
their real estate commissions would average about the same throughout
the year and therefore any excess in sales over the NSA is allocated to meet
recreational demands, except in January and February where some winter
commissions were assumed equal to December.
The allocation of Retail Sales due to recreation demand appears in
Table XIV. In absence of bettertihforMation,: the lfellowing guidelines are used:
1) If the percent of county sales is unusually high (in excess of the percent
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Table XIV
Allocation of Retail Sales due to Recreation Demand in Great Barrington a
Business % Sales Allocated
Hardware, Bldg. Supplies
General Merchandizing c
Food, except Liquor
Auto Dealers c
Gasoline, Auto Service
Apparel
Furniture, Household Goods
Eating, Drinking
Drugs, P ropriety
Bottled Alcoholic Beverage
Others e
35-42 b
9-11 b
d
9-11 e
10-20 e
d
-- d
d
Total
Sales Allocated ($000)
240 -288
332-405
321-465
61-74
49-60
92 -184
256 -316
403-558
461-631
2,215-2,981
(14. 3 to 19.2% of total
sales in Great Barrington)
Allocation uses data from Tables XI, XIII, and Appendix II.
Average % Sales Allocated from Table XIII assumed to apply to Hardware, Food.
Recreation demand not viewed as significant to these businesses since the
percent of county sales in Great Barrington is far below population percent
in Great Barrington Market Service Area.
Figured from excess over the % of county sales in Great Barrington.
From estimation.
a
b
C.
d
e
- -- I
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of the county sales, 7. 4%) then the amount of the excess above about 7 -8%
of county sales is allocated to recreation. This reflects the fact that Great
Barrington merchants do less business than the county average (note the
population for this area is 8.4% of the county population). This rule
applies to the following categories: Gasoline, Auto Service; Drugs, P ropriety;
Bottled Alchoholic Beverages, and Others. 2) In businesses in which a
sample survey was taken the percentage of sales found in Table XIII is
used to allocate sales to recreation. These businesses include Hardware,
Building Supplies; and Food. 3) There are some businesses that obviously
profit from recreation trade to which the above rules do not apply - -
Apparel; Furniture, household goods. For these businesses between 9 and
11% of yearly sales -- much as the results of the sample food selling
businesses -- go to recreation. 4) Eating and Drinking businesses seem
to profit from recreation, yet fall below the county averages. The number
of licenses to serve liquor increase by about 20% during the seasonal months
for a yearly average of 10%. Surely other restaurants and bars profit from
the recreation trade, and between 10 and 20% of the trade in this category
is allocated to recreation. 5) In those industries which have an unusually
low ratio of Great Barrington to county sales or with which summer
residents are not likely to trade no allocation is made. Two other types
of businesses fall into this category, namely Auto Dealers and General
Merchandising.
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By so allocating sales it is found that about 14 to 19% of the trade
done in Great Barrington is due to recreation.
The process of estimating the amount of revenue sales of
provisions and business service follows the same method as outlined above
for Retail Sales and the results appear in Table XV. Interviews with
service personnel (milk deliveries, newspaper deliveries, cleaning, etc.)
have estimated that between 9 and 12% of their income resulted from the
seasoal residents. Although most of those interviewed were found to over -
estimate the significance of recreation sales, this estimate is not unreasonable
since summer vacationers are apt to desire and pay for more personal
service than are local residents.
The procedure for allocating Professional and Business Sales is
much the same as the procedure thus far and the results also appear in
Table XV. This category does not include teachers, firemen, policemen,
and other municipality employees who either do no business with seasonal
residents or whose employment and salaries are not affected by their presence.
A problem arises in that the "purchases'bf services are contributions
to the salary of the professional, ibut data on salaries is scarce and some
professionals refused to disclose this data in interview. However the
following aids were used to calculate the total professional services and sales
in Great Barrington: a) Statistics on Business Services such as Legal, and
Banking Services, come from the 1963 Census of Business; b) Voluntary
retirement and pension plans fees denoted by professionals as reported
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Table XV
Allocation of P ersonal Service and P rofessional and Business Service Sales
due to Recreation Demand in Great Barrington
A. Personal Service Sales
Total Personal Service Sales in Great Barrington a ($1000) $1, 796
% Allocated to Recreation b 9
Personal Service Sales ($1000) $ 162
B. Professional and Business Service Sales
Total employed in business and professional in Great
Barrington, except in Real Estate c, d 405
Total Business and Professional Sales, except real
estate. $2, 840, 000
% Allocated to Recreation b 9-12
Sales allocated for Recreation ($1000) $256 -341
Real Estate Service Sales allocated
($ 1 0 0 0 )e $ 43
Total Professional and Business Sales ($000) $299-
a
b
c
d
e
-12
-216
384
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1963 Census of Business and excludes
Medical, Legal, Education, Art and Museums, Semi-P rofessionaland
Professional Services.
Estimated from survey.
Sources: U.S. Dept. of Commerce 1960 Census of Population; 1963 Census
of Business; Mass. Dept. of Commerce, Division of Employment Securities
Statistics for 1964.
Includes Medical, Legal, Education, Art and Museums, and Banking Services.
Estimated from Tables XII and XIII using estimate that 4 interviewed realtors
handled 60% of realty in and about Great Barrington.
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with income to the Division of Employment Securities of the Mass. De-
partment of Commerce are used. c) The number of professional and
business service personnel not included in the above are obtained from
the 1960 Census of Population together with their salary schedules.
d) Finally a survey of some professional and business men was made to
confirm salary estimates but reluctance to divulge this information made
it a fruitless attempt.
The field survey in Great Barrington of professionals did conclude
that about 9-12% of the annual services or service sales of professional
people were attributed to the seasonal resident. There is one sector
which does depart from the above estimate -- Real Estate, where it
was estimated that about 46% of its income is from seasonal business.
This is not surprising since recreational activities in Great Barrington
initially center about renting or purchasing or building or developing
a dwelling unit in a rustic setting; it is almost always directly concerned
with real estate. Furthermore, local realtors have had an unwritten
policy of charging much more for seasonal rentals than for yearly rentals
and therefore the recreation trade inflates their incomes beyond the number
of sales or rentals realtors make. The amount allocated in personal
and business sales is entered in Table XV.
Recreation makes an annual contribution directly to the merchants,
businessmen, and professionals of Great Barrington to the amount of $2.2
to 3. 0 millions for retail sales, another $0.2 million for personal services,
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and between $0. 3 and 0. 4 million for professional and business services.
With a multiplier of 1.7 this is likely to raise the significance of recreation
to about $4. 5 to 6.1 millions in income to the town.
C. Payrolls or Salaries
An analysis of the salaries or payrolls gives yet another method of
measuring the economic impact of recreation on Great Barrington. The
Allocation of Salaries due to Recreational Demand appears in Table XVI.
The Table together with its footnotes is fairly self -explanatory; it need
only be clarified that purchases of service sales from a professional merely
add to the gross salary of the professional and these purchases are entered
here from Table XV.
Salaries in the amount from $1. 0 to 1. 3 million are paid annually
to those employed in Great Barrington due to recreation. If a multiplier
of 1.7 is used it raises the salaries attributed to recreation to $1.7 to 2.2
millions annually or about 8 to 10% of the total payroll in 1963.
D. How Reliable are the Estimates?
The statistics from the U. S. Censuses, the Employment Security
offices, and the survey data on monthly sales may all be viewed as reliable,
certainly within the range of census error, all within 5%.
The question of reliability really depends on the validity of using the
allocation estimates and in extrapolating sample results to town figures.
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Allocation of
Table XVI
Salaries for Recreational Demand in Great Barrington
Type of Sales
Retail a
Service a
P rofessional b
Construction c
TOTAL
Amount of Salaries ($000)
566 - 681
256 - 341
203 - 273
1,025 -1,295
Figured at an average wage of $1.47 for temporary retail, service
employees, and an average working month of 152 hours (from the Mass.
Dept. of Commerce Division of Employment Securities Statistics for the
Great Barrington area, 1964) applied to number of man-years calculated
in Table X.
Professional sales are salaries earned -- entered from Table XV.
Figured in similar fashion as (a) but with 1.78 as average hour wage paid
temporary employees.
a
b
c
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If we assume that persons interviewed were biased either by faulty memory,
unconscious exaggeration, or deliberate falsification, then the estimates
are subject to question. Assume an error of judgment by increasing the
allocation factors by 50%, which is not unjustified considering the types of
biases involved. This assumption raises the estimated sales to $4. 5
millions, an increase of 27% to the total retail sales. It also resa lts in a
maximum estimate of 425 man-years of employment -- an increase of only
24%. The assumption also results in a maximum yearly payroll estimate
of $1, 715, 000, an increase of only 32%. If such large judgment errors
did exist they would alter the estimate by amounts ranging from 1/2 to
2/3 of the error.
We may further assume a sampling error of 25%. Such a large
error is really absurd considering the size and randomness of the sample.
The error, though, when applied, accounts for no more than 4.8% in the
case of sales, where a sampling was made.
Therefore, we can conclude that the estimates are reasonable.
E. Results
A summary of the results of those indices used to show the
economic significance of Recreation to Great Barrington -- employment,
sales, and payroll -- appears in Table XVII. About 300 full time jobs are
directly created by recreation demand in Great Barrington. This amounts
to about 7.5% of all full time jobs in Great Barrington. Multiplier -- or
spillt-over -- effects are likely to push these estimates upwards to around
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Table XVII
Summary of Estimated Economic Significance of Recreation
to Economy of Great Barrington
Estimated
amount due
directly to
x
multiplier
Estimated to -
tal amount due
Activity Barrington recreation (1.7)g to recreation
Employment 3910a 278-344 475-585
% 100 7.1-8.8 12.1-15.0
Sales ($ 0 0 0 )e
Retail 15,534 2,215-2, 981 $3, 766 - 5, 068
Service 1,796 162-216 275 - 367
al a ne sion 
-b
business 2,840 299-389 508 - 661
Total $20,170 2,676-3,586 $4,549 -6,096
100 13.3 - 17.8 22.6 - 30.2
Payroll ($000)
Sales 1 7 , 1 0 5 b, c
Mfg. 4,2 5 5 d
Agric. 780 d
Total $22,140 1,025-1,295 $1,743 -2,202
% 100 4.6 - 5.8 7.9 - 9.9
a Median monthly employed in 1964 from Table VIII.
b Professional Service sales are salaries and entered under both categories.
c Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1963 Census of Business and Mass. Div.
of Employment Security figures and estimates.
d Div. of Employment Security, figures and estimates.
e Does not include sales of manufactures in Great Barrington, exported and
sold elsewhere.
Although the employment estimates were calculated on a region basis (i.e., the
number working in Great Barrington, irrespective of residence) the percentage
would most likely be only slightly higher to Great Barrington residents,
see Section IV -2-A.
g Assumed to be equivalent for all activities.
Total for
Great
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475-585 jobs or 12 to 15% of the total employment.
Retail Sales and personnel, professional and business services
are increased about $4, 500, 000 to $6, 000, 000 annually due to recreation,
or about 22 to 30% of the total sales and services purchased in Great
Barrington.
In addition the annual payroll is directly raised by about $1.2 millions
to about 5% of the total salaries and fees paid in Great Barrington. Multi-
plier effects increase these estimates to $1.7 to 2.2 millions annually, or
8-10% of the town' s payroll.
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IV. IMPLICATIONS AND POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
A. Implications
The analysis in Section III attempted to measure the economic
impact to the town' s economy, in terms of the numbers employed, the
payroll and sales of products and services generated by recreation. There
are, however, some rather important features of the economic impact
which these estimates, in themselves, do not spell out clearly.
1. P art -time Employment
Table XVII discloses that from 280 -340, or 7-9%, of the
total employment (measured in man-years) is generated by recreation.
However, this figure, based on man-years of employment, may be
misleading, and it may be interesting to note just how many people
are aggregated into this man-year figure, i.e., just how many
people find employment for some length of time due to recreation?
The Massachusetts Division of Employment Securities estimates 1
that between 750 and 1000 people find work from 1 week up to 6 months
duration directly from recreation. 2
1. From non-published estimation arrived from consensus of author arid
Division staff after examining employment statistics showing type of employ -
ment, and length of time.
2. A multiplier operation here is not meaningful since we are concerned with
the importance to the individual of being employed in a part-time basis due to
recreation, and not the impact to other full-time employees in the town.
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How important is this part-time work to these people? Inter -
views with employees in the town, a close examination of the population
makeup of the town 3, and a close inspection of the type of recreational
opportunities afforded in Great Barrington 4, all suggest that the
unattached elderly constitute a significant portion (about one -third)
of this part-time labor force, much more so than would be expected
in other tourist communities. An additional $50 or $100 a year to
the . elderly workers, living on social security or retirement funds,
can be much more significant than a comparable amount to a middle -
aged head of a family or to a teenager. Therefore, about 250 -350
elderly people find part-time employment from recreation, which
probably pulls them through the off-season months - - or helps to do so.
But this has another affect on Great Barrington. Note that
these employment figures are based on the number of jobs in Great
Barrington, not necessarily the number of workers who reside in
Great Barrington. The contention that the vast majority of these
part-time seasonal jobs are filled by local residents is supported by
the reluctance one would probably find among job seekers to commut e
miles into the town center for only a part-time or seasonal job, par-
ticularly among elderly job-seekers. Assuming that this is true, it
3. Note the large proportion of elderly, widowed people living in semi-
retirement in Great Barrington.
4. Recall that there are, with few exceptions, no large restaurants or hotels
as found in other .tourist communities which would hire teenage or college age
seasonal help.
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can further be said that the absence of seasonal and part-time job
opportunities would cause a good portion of these 250 to 350 elderly
to leave the town or go on welfare.
It is also apparent that seasonal job opportunities deter a
portion of the young population from seeking employment elsewhere,
and perhaps living elsewhere. Therefore it may be argued that
recreation affords significant employment for at least 250 people
living in Great Barrington, and that it deters more than this number
from leaving the town and seeking employment elsewhere.
2. Marginal Shop Sales
There are an unusual number of specialty shops in Great
Barrington, ranging from good dress shops to a high quality book
shop. There are nine shops5 which make $650, 000 to $850, 000
worth of sales yearly 6, which probably survive because of the
patronage of the urban summer vacationer. One millinery store
owner estimated that between 50 -60% of her sales of hats are made
either to summer vacationers or to people living elsewhere who
"discovered" the shop when visiting or vacationing in Great
5. These include the following high quality establishments: 1 restaurant, 1
book shop, 1 mens' wear shop, 3 millinery shops, 2 dress shops, and 1
jewelry shop.
6. Estimated using averages -- weighted in the case of food sales --
from Table XI.
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Barrington. Without the trade generated by the vacationer this shop
would probably have to close its doors. If this example can be used
as a guide to the other shops in Great Barrington that seem out of
place in a rural community of 6 -7, 000 people, then one can argue
that the recreation trade provides the marginal profits necessary to
maintain about 9 shops doing about 3/4 of a million dollars of business
yearly.
3. Seasonal Fluctuation of Economy
From Tables VIII through X and from Graph II it is quite
apparent that the impact of recreation on Great Barrington is decidedly
seasonal in nature. The monthly employment in manufacturing shows
only little random monthly variation. However, Trades and Services
increase employment by almost two -thirds during the short summer
period. The seasonal effect is also exhibited on a much milder scale
in construction. Recreation accounts for the major portion of this
seasonal fluctuation. This point has implicatins for policy makers
in the town for they must weigh the pros and cons of expending
resources in an industry which returns benefits over such a short
period of the year. This will be discussed further under Policy
Considerations.
4. P rofits from Recreational Sales
The rules of thumb, which the First National Food Stores
(Somerville, Mass.) use in calculating a first approximation to
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pricing a commodity are:
58%6 of selling price = wholesale cost + inventory expense.
197 of selling price = overhead
147 of selling price = salaries
9% of selling price = return to investment
If we apply these "rules" to the Great Barrington recreational sales
picture we can get some idea of just how profitable these sales are
to store owners.
Table XVII shows that $2, 981, 000 of purchases of retail goods
are made by vacationers and tourists in the town, and Table XVI
shows that about $480, 000 in salaries are paid out to personnel
employed by the recreation trade. 7 Thus, salaries take up about 16%6
of the recreation dollar. This is a somewhat larger amount than
the salary percentage stated above. There are other factors to
consider, first, before reaching a conclusion. Wholesale cost
and inventory expenses are not apt to be too different for a Great
Barrington shop from that of the First National Food Stores. However,
since the small shop owner may have to purchase in smaller quantities
7. Note that since services and service industries have much different marketing
profit relationships from retail industries (e.g., a handy man' s salary can be
considered to be largely profit to himself) the services,industry payroll is sub-
tracted from the figure in Table XVI. An estimated $100, 000 in service salaries
is quite large indeed when compared to the amount of service sales but even
such a large estimate does not alter the conclusions and it is subtracted from
the gross amount, leaving $480, 000 in salaries paid to personnel in retail sales.
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and keep on hand a larger inventory his expenses in this category
may be even higher. Overhead expenses may also demand a higher
portion of a sales dollar, in a small shop, espedially one which has
not been modernized or refurbished in years. Both these factors
seem to operate in the same direction;.- the conclusion may be drawn
that the profits from recreation in retail trade result in a profit
lower than other types of trade.
5. Wages Received
An examination of Table XVII indicates that the employment
generated in Great Barrington by recreation earns salaries much
lower than those earned in other industries. Up to 8.8% of the
labor force is due directly to recreation, but only a maximum of
5. 8% of the town' s payroll is directly attributed to recreation.
This means that the average salaries earned in recreation-oriented
industries are a third lower than the average wage earned in Great
Barrington. However, there is generally acceptance in the town
that the salaries earned due to recreation, no matter how poor,
are better than those earned in the old textile mills.
6. Economic Viability
It must be recalled that the impact of recreation was felt
in only certain sectors of the community ct Great Barrington --
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sales, construction, and services, and that its contribution to the
total economy of the town was about 20 to 30% of the total sales
made in the town. If recreation were to become an economic
blessing to Great Barrington then it would have to stimulate growth
first in those sectors with which it is directly related, and at a rate
which would certainly be measurable.
It follows that if recreation, noting that the national recreation
sector is growing, is goi ng to provide a stimulus to the economy
of Great Barrington it should be increasing the growth of retail
sales in the town, the sector of the town' s economy in which
recreation is most important. Table XVIII shows the growth of
retail sales in communities in Berkshire County comparing them
with the state' s growth rate. Although Great Barrington still has
the highest ratio of Annual Retail Sales/capita in the county, it has
slipped considerably with respect to the state and even has fared
more poorly than every other community in the county except two.
The percent change in Reatil Sales relative to the state change in
Great Barrington was -34.2%. The change in county-wide sales,
however, is more than half again as much as the state change. This
implies that recreation may be contributing to the county viability as
a whole but Great Barrington is receiving a smaller and smaller
share of recreation dollars. Therefore it may be concluded that
although recreation may have replaced declining industries in the
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Berkshire Co.
Adams
Dalton
Great Barrington
Lee
North Adams
P ittsfield
Williamstown
Table XVIII
Changes in Retail Sales
Annual retail
sales/capita
to nearest $10a,
1958 1963
$1090 $1410
830 900
530 590
1910 2150
1080 1490
1180 1830
1450 1870
1020 1150
% change
29. 5
8.3
11.1
12.5
38.0
55.1
28.8
12. 8
% Change
Relative to State
+55. 3
-56.3
-41.6
-34.2
+100. 0
+189.2
+51.2
-32.7
State Change
a Sources: U.
1960 Census
S. Dept. of Commerce,
of P opulation.
1963 Census of Business and
b Data are not comparable to that in Table VII because
business establishment included in census.
of change in
1370 1640 19.0
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town, it has not stemmed the economic decline of the town.
7. P opulation Structure
The population structure is apt to be reinforced by existing
recreation demands. Recreation in Great Barrington is such that
the town presents an image of the restful country community. This
image will probably continue to attract retired people into the town;
lack of year -round employment will probably continue to force young
adults to leave the town.
8. Town Services and Taxes
As the town' s population becomes older, and as more of its
real estate base is owned by retired residents, Great Barrington
will have to re -examine its municipal financing. The large capital
investments made over the last 20 years have been geared to meeting
the needs of the town' s youth. These facilities are not likely to be
put to full use. Fewer town services will be needed for the diminishing
population of youth, and more attention will likely be directed to
meeting the needs of the elderly.
However, the elderly have been attracted into the community
in part by a low tax rate - - held low by the large base of non -resident
housing. If the proportion of elderly grows, and the town needs to
re -organize its services to them (involving capital investment or
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costly programs), then the tax rate is likely to rise. If, furthermore,
the elderly continue to be given a tax rebate, then the burden of any
tax increase will fall on the middle -aged, young, and summer home
owner, thereby making it less economically desirable to live in the
town. Ultimately, the elderly may have to share a larger burden
of Great Barrington' s municipal financing, but to do so would
require the retirement and social security benefits upon which some
elderly retired people live. This probable development makes it
imperative to have non-strenuous part-time or seasonal jobs available
for these people (such as ther jobs generated by recreation). However
since the marginal rate of substitution of location for land rents is
high for the summer home owner, the recreation demand may fall
off as tax rates increase, burning the candle at both ends for the
retired person, too old to move into a new setting, and too poor to
afford a tax increase.
B. P olicy Considerations
If we can expect Great Barrington to continue to be saddled with
economic problems as it has had throughout its economic decline, then
there are other considerations which affect policy and thus need to be
discussed.
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Two important questions arise8 : 1) In which sectors would a unit
of investment make the greatest economic impact on the community? And
2) If a unit of investment were made in recreation in the western New
England mountain belt -- into which community should it go to maximize
recreational opportunities for the most people?
Consider the first question. This demands a knowledge of the impact
of an investment made in all the sectors of the ecan omy. This is easily seen
by the use of multipliers. In Appendix V appears a listing of multipliers,
as estimated by the Federal Reserve Bank for the Western Massachusetts
region. Although these figures are subject to estimation errors and change
from time to time as the relative markets in these sectors change, and
change from place to place in the region, they do present a first approxima -
tion to the relative economic value to a Berkshire community of an invest-
ment made in it. By comparison with other sectoral multipliers, the
multiplier in recreation is low, and an initial reaction would be to invest
capital in other sectors, if the sole purpose were to maximize the economic
impact of investment today. A few further considerations, however, must
be made. First there are other non-economic factors which an investment
planner takes into account if his primary concern is the betterment of a
community (e.g., social changes, impact on the circulation patterns,
8. Formulating these questions to optimize something does not require too
much justification. The values implied in the questions are germane to the
issues facing a "tourist" town and are values which most agencies would
accept.
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desirability of the advent of other support industries, changes in
municipal services and finance, desirability of the image of the town,
etc.). Second, the initial labor demands will most likely have to be
met by the existing rarea y labor market. Third, as new recreation
facilities are introduced, and as recreation demands are increased and
satisfied in the area, then the multiplier for the recreation sector will
likely increase because the change in the complexion of recreation is likely
to affect more sectors of the town' s economy. For example, if a fashion -
able resort with a wide range of facilities such as the Gieenbrier, or if a
Disneyland Amusement Park were built in the Berkshires, not only would
this attract a new type of clientele into the area, but it would also introduce
spill -over effects into new sectors of the economy - - heavy construction,
machinery supplies, and repairs, agricultural supplies, paint and chemical
supplies -- for swimming pools and ski trails, hotel supplies, transporta -
tion, car rentals, specialty shops, new business services, etc. With these
considerations in mind, an investment in recreation in the Berkshires may
be more worthwhile than investments in other sectors, if it produces de -
sirable non -economic changes to the town, taps an existing labor pool, and/or
increases the spill-over -- or multiplier -- effects of recreation in the
area.
Consider the second question. Great Barrington is in competition
with every other community in the area for recreational trade. Therefore,
the town is in competition with other communities for any improvement
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which would enhance its chances of taking a larger share of this trade. How
can Great Barrington compete for these improvements, or, what has Great
Barrington to offer over and above other towns to get a larger share of
improvement dollars? There are a few items here to check.
1. Availability of land for recreational improvements.
Great Barrington contains tracts of land (about 1000'acres)
just north of its urban center, and other large tracts to the southwest
totaling about 2500 acres, currently used as pasture land and-for ammall
airstrip. This "vacant" land, however, is not likely to be utilized
for recreational purposes for the following two reasons: 1) what
local incentive now existing is exerted in the direction of developing
this land into industrial parks and residential areas, because a) the
advantage, in the form of capital return, is more immediate
than in the recreation industry -- as presently existing in the
Berkshires, and b) it may focus local pride, and c) it may serve
political ends. 2) There are no programs existing in any town, county
or state agency for utilizing this land for recreational purposes.
Great Barrington sits in the valley of the Housatonic River, and
the remaining land is much too hilly to develop on a large scale except
as ski trails. The feeling at present is that the existing ski areas,
which number sixteen within a thirty -minute drive from Great
Barrington, are sufficient to accommodate demands of skiers for
another decade or two.
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2. The advantages of an existing market
Great Barrington does attract into its boundaries each summer
almost 2, 000 vacationing people and most likely a larger number of
tourists. Thus far, this existing markethas been attracted to the town
because the region is a rustic restful area with cultural activities.
Its tastes seem to dictate these activities. If dollars are invested
in recreational activities with the idea of tapping the existing
market to insure a high initial return on the investment (and perhaps
attracting a larger market for continued return) then the activity must
consider the tastes and desires of the existing market. This seems
to rule out such activities as "Santa Village" and other honky -tonk
attractions. Therefore, small private investment in the B erkshires
would most likely give a high return by exploiting existing tastes of
the market, i.e., investments in sales of quality products and
services to the vacationers (specialty shops and accommodations)
would produce a greater return than such "tourist" attractions as
miniaturec. golf and memorabilia -for -sale shops. And this would
make it more difficult for the small private average non -discriminating
businessman to exploit the existing market. Public agencies probably
will have to take the initiative in developing recreation in Great
Barrington.
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3. Local initiative
As in other competitive fields, hard honest selling of an idea
is likely to attract the recreation investment dollar. Great Barrington
has not exhibited such initiative in the past in exploiting or developing
its industries. From talking with business leaders of the community
one gathers the distinct impression that attracting the industrial
investment is far more important than attracting the investment
in recreation, and that there are no champions of selling recreational
opportunities to investors.
4. Proximity to Markets
At first glance, Great Barrington appears to have a clear
aL advantage to other communities in northern Berkshire County and
Vermont in being closer to the urban centers of New York, Boston,
Springfield, Hartford, and others to the south and east. However,
with modern highways skirting Great Ba rrington, with an increase
in geographic mobility of an urban family in taking vacations, other
communities such as P ittsfield and Lenox have an advantage over
Great Barrington.
It seems clear that if investment in recreation were to be
channeled into the Berkshires -- or the Green Mountains -- Great
Barrington has no clear advantage over other communities in the
area in attracting the investment. In fact, unless it bargains
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aggressively for the investment dollar in recreation the money
and projects may go elsewhere.
Further policy considerations stem from the discussions
of the implicatim s raised in Section IV -A.
C. Summary
There are a few more features to the importance of recreation to
Great Barrington, other than those raised in the historical and economic base
analyses. Without recreation the specialty shops in the town would almost
surely close, and elderly people augmenting their incomes would face
economic hardship. Recreation, although it pays lower than average
wages, has increased the income in the town. However, there are
some negative features to recreation. The industry is highly seasonal and
tends to promote the aging of the population. In addition, there is evidence
that lower profits are made from sales to meet recreation demands than to
meeting year-round demands. It is also clear that the town will have to
re-evaluate its municipal services and tax programs.
If Great Barrington is to attract further investment in its recreation
industry, along with such an investment' s economic and social benefits for
the town, the town leaders must first display enthusiasm for recreational
projects.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR FURTHER STUDY
A. Conclusions
Recreation has been a significant factor in helping Great Barrington
to make a fairly healthy adjustment to a period of continued economic
decline. The industry has helped the town to meet the goals implied in the
federal anti-poverty and economic development programs. Without the
recreation industry the town would feel severe social and economic hardship.
There are indications that history may repeat itself in Great Barrington,
that the town may lose out in the regional competition for recreational industries.
Town leaders have ignored the significance of recreation in favor of more
politically glamorous manufacturing industries. The leaders of the town
should be convinced of the economic and social value of recreation to the
town, and should actively support programs to develop the industry further.
Such programs must incorporate 1) a re -evaluation of municipal services and
taxes, and 2) a study of measures to offset the negative aspects that recreation
presently has in Great Barrington.
B. Recommendations for Further Study
There are many questions and implications raised by this study, which
would be interesting to investigate further.
Recreation in the Berkshires really is a regional activity and an analysis
done on a regional basis would arrive at more concrete conclusions.
There has been no measurement of the importance of certain
individual recreational features, such as Tanglewood, Shaker Village,
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autumn foliage, skiing, touring, and camping. It may also be quite interesting
to investigate the locational factors of these recreation activities.
No attempt was made to measure the cost of town services utilized
by seasonal residents and tourists. A sampling of seasonal residents and
tourists, as well as town residents and businessmen, could lead to more
accurate estimates.of the impact of recreation on a town.
Studies of other recreation regions, both those containing similar
activities and those containing activities different than those around Great
Barrington, would probably suggest further measures of the social and
economic significance of recreation. It may be of further interest to
chart in more detail the development and use of recreational activities over
the last 35 years throughout the nation.
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AP P ENDIX I
Recreation and Tourist Attractions
in the Berkshires and Environs
CONNECTICUT
Public Facilities
Algonquin State Forest
American Legion State For.
Peoples State Forest
Black Rock State Park
Burr Pond State Park
Campbell Fall State P ark
Dennis Hill State P ark
Housatonic State Forest
Housatonic Meadows St. Park
Kent Fall State P ark
Lake Waramaug St. Park
Macedonia Brook St. Park
Mohawk State Forest
Mohawk Mountain St. Park
Mt. Tom State Park
Nepaug State Forest
Paugnut State Forest
P latt Hill State P ark
Tuxis State Forest
White Mem. Foundation
Acres
1600
Facilities
Fishing
3000 Adirondack shelters, fishing, picnicking.
451
437
250
300
1400
440
275
95
1845
2500
2451
223
600
400
150
6000
3500
Scenic pond, swimming, fishing, camping.
Swimming, boating, fishing, picnicking.
Fishing, picnicking.
P icnicking.
Fishing, picnicking.
P icnicking, fishing, camping.
Scenery, swimming, picnicking, shelter.
Resort lake, swimming, boating, fishing,
camping, picnicking.
Scenic brook, cascades, picnicking, camping.
picnicking, 9 ski tows, trails, lodge, shop,
school.
Swimming, picnicking.
P icnicking.
Fishing.
P icnicking.
Fishing, picnicking.
Game sanctuary, swimming, camping,
picnicking.
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CONNECTICUT - continued
Points of Interest
Cornwall Hollow
Lakeville
Litchfield
Riverton
Thomaston
Torrington
Winsted
The Cornwalls, a series of service towns
in upland bowls, among steep forested hills,
contains a covered bridge. Artists are attracted
to this scenic area.
Scenic village.
Scenic village, Tapping Reeve House. First
school in U.S. Noyes Memorial Building -
historical exhibit. Wolcott House built in 1753.
Restoration of old Hitchcock Chair factory
Antiques
Seth Thomas clocks.
Brass and hardware manufacturing industries.
Scenic highland lake, Solomon Rockwell house.
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MASSACHUSETTS
Public Facilities
Ashland State Park
Bertholomew' s Cobble
Bash Bish State Forest
Beartown State Forest
Chester -Blonford St. For.
Chesterfield Gorge
Clarksburg State Park
DAR State Forest
Deer Hill St. Reservation
East Mountain
Granville State Forest
Mohawk Trail State Forest
Mt. Everett St. Reservation
Mt. Greylock St. Reservation
Monument Mtn. Reservation
October Mtn. State Forest 1
Peru State Forest
P ittsfield State Forest
Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanct
Acres Facilities
320 Boating, fishing, swiming, picnicking.
30 Natural rock garden with over 500 species
of flora; picnicking.
390 Trout fishing, camping.
8000 Azaleas and laurel, boating, swimming,
camping, picnicking, ski runs, trails, tow,
and lodge, ponds, mountains.
2328 Sanderson Brook Falls, picnicking, shelters,
overlook, scenic vista, swimining, fishing.
52 Scenic gorge, hemlock, fishing, picnicking.
364 Swimming, boating, fishing, picnicking,
camping.
1200 Hunting, fishing, scenic, camping, swimming,
picnicking.
259 Wild life reserve, camping, picnicking.
200 Forest.
2233 Fine laurel display, picturesque gorge,
picnicking, camping, swimming.
6080 Scenic, trout fishing, picnicking, camping,
cabins.
1000 Scenic laurel, vistas, picnicking.
8660 Horseback riding, picnicking, camping,
hunting, scenery.
260 Scenic vistas, picnicking
4, 589 Scenic Schermerhorn Gorge, trout fishing,
camping.
2185 Fishing, hunting, scenery
7093 Scenic, picnicking, camping, fishing,
swimming, ski runs, trails, lodge.
640 Examples of all flora, fauna native to
B erkshires.
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MASSACHUSETTS - continued
Public Facilities - continued
Sandesfield Forest
Savoy Mtn. State Forest
Tolland State Forest
Wahconah Falls State Park
Windsor State Forest
Worthington State Forest
260 Forest
10, 766 Fishing, hunting, camping, swimming,
picnicking, cabins.
2940 Mountain laurel display, picnicking,
camping, boating, swimming, hunting,
fishing.
126 P icturesque waterfalls, virgin forest,
picnicking.
1616 Windsor Jambs (rocky gorge), fishing,
hunting, swimming, picnicking, camping.
600 Forest
Other P oints of Interest
Adams
Cheshire
Dalton
Great Barrington
Lanesboro
Lee
Lenox
North Adams
Susan B. Anthony birthplace.
Center of dairy farming; replica of 1235 lbs mold for
"big cheese" which was made for Jefferson in 1803.
-Crane Museum - exhibits evolution of American
paper making.
Resort, shopping center of Southern Berkshires,
Barrington Fair, home of William C. Bryant,
horseracing, agricultural exhibits at fair time.
Birthplace of Josh Billings.
Jacob' s P illow Dance Festival, Ted Shawn' s
School of the Dance.
Berkshire Music Festival, Hawthorne Cottage,
Berkshire Music Center, Berkshire tusic Barn,
Pleasant Valley Wildlife Sanctuary (flora, fauna
exhibit, beaver pond, museum).
Historical, industrial town, Hoosac tunnel.
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MASSACHUSETTS - continued
Other points of interest - continued
P ittsfield (3) golf courses (parks, 2 large lakes)
Temple Mountain Concerts - chamber music
Oliver Wendell Holmes home. Berkshire
museum, Berkshire Athenaeum - library with
Herman Melville Room. Hancock Shaker Village -
restoration of 1790 village vacated by Shakers
in 1960.
Richmond Remains of early iron furnace from which iron
for cannon on Monitor was forged.
Sheffield P icturesque town - two covered bridges.
Stockbridge Berkshire Playhouse. Mission House - home of
John Sergeant. Field Chime Tower. Berkshire
Garden Center (herb garden, rock planting, flora
exhibits, horticultural library). Chesterwood -
studio of Daniel Chester French (casts of his
famous statues including one of Lincoln in Lincoln
Memorial and Minuteman in Concord, Mass.).
Stockbridge Library (memorabilia of Cyrus
Field and Anson Clark). Indian Burial Ground.
Naumkeag Gardens (estate of Joseph Choate).
Colonial town. Williams College(Art Museum,
Chapin Rare Book Library). Williamstown Summer
Theater. Sterling and Francis Clark Art
Museum (one of the finest small museums in
the country containing paintings, bronze and
silver collections.)
Williamstown
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NEW YORK
Public Facilities Acres Facilities
NY Taconic State Park 3953 Cabins, camping, swimming, picnicking,
fishing.
VERMONT
P ublic Facilities Acres Facilities
Ascutney State Forest 1530 camping, picnicking.
Bomoseen State Park 300 Camping, swimming, boating, fishing,
picnicking.
Calvin Coolidge State Forest 10, 035 Picnicking, camping, fishing, ski lifts
and shelters.
EmeraldLake State Park 427 Swimming, boating, camping, fishing,
picnicking.
Gifford Woods State Forest 15, 300 Camping, picnicking, sugar maples.
Green Mountain Nat. Forest232, 134 Rugged,and picturesque scenery, historic
sites, horseback riding, hunting, trout
fishing, swimming, picnicking, camping,
ski resorts.
Okemo State Park 4461 Ski trails, poma lifts, shelters
Molly Stark State Park 158 Scenery, camping.
Townshead State Forest 700 Camping, picnicking, swimming, fishing.
Wilgus State Park 125 Rus tic setting, picnicking.
Other points of interest
Bennington Scenic town, Bennington College, Battle Monument.
Art and historical museum, Old First Church,
regarded as one of most beautiful in New England.
Big Bromley Ski Area 18 slopes and trails, 7 lifts, including double
chair lift, lodge, rentals, school.
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VERMONT - continued
Other points of interest - continued
B rattleboro Ski, industrial center, harness -racing,
winter carnival.
Castleton Scenic, historic town, auto museum.
Dorset Home of many artists, writers; golf course;
Summer playhouse.
East P oultney P icturesque colonial town. Green Mountain
College nearby.
Fair Haven Slate quarries.
Hogback Mountain 12 ski trails, T-bar, Poma lift, 2 rope tows.
Killington Basin Ski Center 23 trails, 5 poma lifts, 3 double chair lifts,
lodges, rentals, school.
Lake Bomoseen Good bass, perch, pickerel, pout, and walleyed
pike fishing.
Ludlow Industrial town in scenic valley.
Magic Mountain Ski Area Fishing, swimming, golf in summer; ski
trails, T-bar and double chair lifts, chalet,
rental, school in winter.
Manchester In picturesque setting with superb vistas
nearby mountaintops, fine golf courses, Mt.
Equinox road.
Marlboro Scenic community: Marlboro College, Marlboro
Music Festivals.
Plymouth Calvin Coolidge birthplace, summer white house,
burial site, cheese factory.
P roctor Vermont Marble, marble exhibit, Wilson Castle.
Putney Santa' s Land: cottages, shops for children and
their parents.
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VERMONT - continued
Other points of interest - continued
Rutland Marble City, Mid -Vermont Artists Exhibits.
Sherburne Pass Picturesque pass with access to Killington.
Southertn Vermont Art Center
(Manchester) Exhibits of art, concerts, ballet, and opera
Wallingford
Weston
Windsor
Woodstock
in
summer to early fall.
Hand garden tool factory.
Vermont Country Store sells items for the
home of the 1890' s era, Vermont Guild of
Oldtime Crafts and Industries, Farrar -Mansur
House.
Old Constitution House.
Very attractive New England village, golf
course, riding. Woodstock Historical Society.
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Appendix II
History of Population for Great Barringtona
Year
1765
1776
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
Population of
Great Barrington
550
961
1373
1754
1784
1908
2204
2704
3264
3871
4320
4653
4612
5854
5926
6315
5934
5824
6712
6612
11.7
11.5
% of Total Population
of Berkshire County
% of P opulation
for Pittsfield
128.2
69.1
78.1
71.7
72. 1
55.5
48.1
38.8
34.8
27.0
15.1
-75-
4.5
4.9
5.2
5.4
6.6
6.4
6.7
5.6
4.8
4.5
a Sources: U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Censuses of Population 1790 -1960; J. Chickering,
A Statistical View of the Population of Massachusetts, Little and Brown, Boston, 1846.
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Appendix 'III
Great Barrington Service Area a
(Two lists of the communities, in which over 50% of the population
is employed in Great Barrington and in which over 50% of the
population do their "major shopping" in Great Barrington.)
Market
Employment Service Area Service Area
Town 1960 Population 1960 Population
Alford 256 256
Becket 770
Egremont 895 895
Monterey 480 480
Mt. Washington 34 34
New Marlborough 1080 1080
Otis 473 473
Sandisfield 536 536
Sheffield 2140 2140
Stockbridge 2160 --
Tyringham 197
West Stockbridge 1240 --
Great Barrington 6624 6624
TOTALS 16, 885 12, 518
% of Berkshire Co. Population 11.3 8.4
a Source: Mass. Dept. of Commerce, Division of Employment Securities, criteria
used for special study on unemployment and sales in Great Barrington, 1961-1964.
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APPENDIX IV
P ercent of Total P opulation in Age Groups by Sex for Great Barrington,
Massachusetts and the United States a
Age Great Barrington b Massachusetts United States c
Group
in years Male Female Male Female Male Female
0-4 4.1 4.4 5.4 5.2 5.6 5.4
5-9 4.6 3.8 4.8 4.7 5.4 5.2
10-14 4.6 4.1 4.4 4.2 4.8 4.7
15-19 3.0 2.8 3.5 3.6 4.1 4.1
20-24 2.2 2.0 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.3
25-29 2.0 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.9
30-34 2.7 2.6 3.2 3.3 3.0 3.0
35-39 3.1 3.1 3.3 .3.6 3.2 3.3
40-44 3.2 3.7 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.3
45-49 3.0 3.8 3.0 3.2 2.9 3.0
50-54 3.2 3.4 2.7 3.0 2.7 2.8
55-59 2.7 3.3 2.4 2.7 2.3 2.4
60-64 2.2 3.1 2.1 2.5 1.9 2.1
65-69 2.2 3.3 1.8 2.3 1.5 1.8
70-74 1.9 2.5 1.3 1.8 1.2 1.5
75 and over 2.7 4.4 1.5 2.4 1.4 1.9
TOTAL 47.4 52.6 48.3 51.7 49.3 50.7
Median Age 35.8 41.8 30.6 33.6 27.4 29.7by Sex
Median Age of 38.9 32.2 28.5Total Population
a Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 1960 Census of Population.
b Great Barrington includes figures only for the urban portion of Great Barrington -- 65.1%
of the total population for the town.
c The figures for the U. S. include members of the Armed Forces, and governmental
employees stationed abroad.
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APPENDIX V
Economic Multiplier for Recreation in Great Barrington
By checking the ratio of employment in basic industries to non-basic
industrial employment, obtained from Table VII, an approximation may be
obtained for the recreation multiplier in Great Barrington.
Activity
Agriculture, forestry
Construction
Durable Mfg.
Non -durable Mfg.
Trans. , Comm., P ub. Util.
Wholes., retail trade
Bus., Repair Service
P ersonal Service
Entertainment, recreation
P rofessional, and related
P ublic administration
Finance, Rl. Est., Ins.
Total
P ercent of Total Employment in G. B.
Basic Employment Non -basic Employment
(Exported) (Local)
2.5 0.5
3.3 1.1
3.8 0.1
15.7 2.0
5.4 4.0
7.9 15.0
0.7 2.0
11.7 2.0
1.6 0.3
2.5 9.0
--- 2.2
1.6 3.5
56.7 41.7
Multiplier = Total Employment _ 98.4 = 1.73 = 1.7Basic Employment 56.7
The multiplier of 1.7 is used throughout this paper.
